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Contained herein is a complete presentation of the data obtained
from the Phase 1 windtunnel test of the Delta P project. The purpose
of the test was to determine the sensor location for sensitivity to
flap deflen,.ion and to determine the range required of the sensor.
The data is put in a form which most easily allows comparison of
the sensitivity of each location. The results of each step taken
to obtain the plots of Chapters 8 and 9 are included.
Chapter 2 details the calculations followed to correct the
raw pressure measurements. Chapter 3 lists the corrected measurements,
which represent the static pressures along the airfoil surface.
Next, the static pressures are put in coefficient form, and tabulated
in Chapter 4. However, the chordwise locations of the «pper and
lower surface taps do not coincide. An interpolation routine is
performed to find the lower surface pressure coefficients at the
upper surface tap locations. The results of the routine are
compiled fn Chapter 5. This allows the difference, C	 - C	 ,
PLOWERpUPPER
to be calculated and listed in Chapter 6. Chapter 7 reorganizes the
data and tabulates them with respect to each tap location, rather than
by each run. Chapters 8 and 9 plot the data of Chapter 7, allowing
visual inspection and interpretation. A numerical regression has
been performed to quantify the slopes of the graphs of Chapters
8 and 9. This allows more accurate comparison of sensitivity and
linearity.
At the end of each chapter is .i listing of the computer program
used to modify the data of the previous chapter.
1
2. DATA CORRECTION/REDUCTION CALCULATIONS
WIND TUNNEL BLOCKAGE CALCULATION
Ref.: Pope a.id Harper; Low Speed Wind Tunnel Testing;
Wiley; 1966.
For three-dimensional blockage, from Equation 6:28, pg. 320:
K t (Wing Volume)
C
where: K 1	Body Shape Factor
1.08 (Fig. 6:15, pg. 321, for t/c - .20, 4-di_
airfoil curve).
T 1 - Tunnel Section Factor
.868 for B/H - 1.35	 Tunnel Breadth/Height
and 26/B - .67	 Wing Span/Tunnel Breadth.
Wing Volume - .706 ft-'
C - 12 ft2
- Tunnel Cross-sectional Area
ESB - .01592
w
qm	- (I + E SB ) 9„	 - 1.00025 q.	( 2.2)CORK	 w	 MEAS	 MEAS
This is negligible! However, in the interests of accuracy,
the dynamic pressure was modified by the correction constant.









The wind wunnel static pressure port (used for a reference
to the surface pressures) is located forwarj of the leading edge
of the surface, as shown below:
Figure 2.1 Static Furt. Location
The dynamic pressure at the surface is higher than at the static
pressure port. The result is that the tunnel static pressure is
hi,;her at the static pressure port than at the surface. From
Bernoulli's equation:
p,. + gm	 p surface + gsurface	
(2.3)
From the solid blocking calculations:
g surface	 (1 + C 2 ) q.	(2.4)SB
w
Substituting Equation (2.4) into Equation (2.3), we have:
4
j
7psurface	 ^'^	 C SBy q-
or	 psurface 0 pm - •00025 qs	
(2.5)
Again, this is a negligible correction; but it is performed
nevertheless.
3. CORRECTED MAANOUETER READINGS
Thi zhapter contains the measured static pressure re.dings,
in centimeters of alcohol along the manometer board, as corrected
for blockage and position errors. It was felt that, since the
corrections had little effect on the final values, the raw data
should not be included. Tubes 2-27 are the surface pressure taps,
while Tubes 1 and 28 are tunnel test section static ports.
PRECEDING PAGE BLANK NOT FILMED
C.,	
d ft
KAN I.,' AS UNIVERSITY FLIGHT RESEARCH LAB	 jY
DELTA P PROJECT - PHASE I





MANOMETER BOARD READINGS (cm)
^^^a^^^^a^^^^^^^^^^^aa^^^,^a^^^a^^a^^at^a^^^^^n^taaac^;^^^^t^^^^^a^^^^^•€^^i a^a^^^^^*^^ ^^^^^^a^^
TUBE * AL.PHR-ANGLE OF ATTACH: (dtvrtts)
NUMBER * -8 -6 -4 -2 0 2 4 6 8
1 42.0 42.0 42.0 42.0 42.0 41.8 41.7 41.7 41.5
2 109.0 101.2 94.7 89.7 83.1 77. 0 71.2 66.3 61.6
3 87.7 84.7 81.5 80.3 76.5 71.3 66.3 63.2 60.2
4 70.4 67.7 65.0 62.9 59.7 56.7 53.8 57.1 49. :d
5 69.9 67.7 65.6 64.0 61.5 59.1 54.8 55. 0 53. 0
^F
6 63.1 6!.3 59.6 58.3 56.3 54.5 52.5 5i.1 49.5
7 61.1 59.5 58.0 56.9 55.2 53.7 52.0 50.8 49.5
8 59.1 58.1 56.9 56.0 54.5 53.2 51.6 50.7 49.6
9 58.6 57.7 56.6 56.0 54.6 53.6 52.3 51.6 50.6
10 57.6 56.7 55.8 55.4 54.1 53.2 52.1 51.5 50.6
11 56.6 56.0 55.3 55.0 54.0 53.3 52.1 51.7 51.1
12 56.0 55.6 55.1 55.2 54.4 53.7 32.5 52.4 52.0
13 55.7 55.5 55.3 55.8 55.9 56.0 5` y .8 56.1 55.2
14 55.3 55.1 54.9 55.2 56.1 56.0 53.0 55.2 54.5
15 50.0 54.3 58.8 63.7 68.6 73.6 78.0 82.5 83.7
16 46.7 50.7 54.6 57.8 58.7 58.9 61.6 65.4 66.8
17 41.5 43.8 46.2 48.7 51.0 53.4 55.5 58.0 59.3
18 39.2 41.0 43.0 44.9 46.6 48.3 50.0 52.2 53.8
19 39.2 40.7 42.5 44.1 45.5 47.0 48.4 50.2 52.2
20 } 38.0 39.2 40.7 42.1 43.2 44.5 45.7 47.3 49.5
Y
21 } 37.7 38.9 43.' 41.4 42.2 41.3 44.3 45.5 48.0
22 t 36.3 37.2 38.3 39.4 40.1 41.0 41.9 43.0 45.:.-',	 T
23 35.0 35.8 36.8 37.7 38.2 38.9 39.8 40.7 44.t;-,
24 33.5 34,2 35.0 35.7 36.2 36.8 37.5 38.5 42.0	 y
25 29.7 30.3 31.0 31.6 32.0 32.6 33.5 34.8 3'	 7^ c^. r
26 * 27.2 27.8 28.4 29.0 29.4 30.0 31.0 32.3 36.0
27 32.1 32.5 33.0 33.4 33.4 33.8 34.2 34.8 36.1
28 42.1 .42.1 42.3 42.1 42.0 42.0 41.8 41.8 41.7
u
REF. 27.0 26.8 27.0 27.8 28.1 28.2 28.2 28.1 2'3.8
lt+lf:^:+!"ft!•lk^l^•^}!^'^^!'^t•^Y•^F?F•:4^:^':^"^^^!'?'^'t}•!y..*?E^EIx^'t;^^ ►y':f^^i:^^4,+t+^i:^r.{li:^^;}^;i^+
STATIC LEVEL = 37.8	 8	 ,
KANSAS UNIVERSITY FLIGHT RESEARCH LAB
DELTA P PROJECT - PHASE I
RUN NUMBER 2
	
FLAP DEFLECTION ANGLE * -15
3 MARCH 1981
	
R. HRABAKo D. LEVY
MANOMETER BOARD READINGS (cm)
TUBE * ALPHA-ANGLE OF ATTACK (devrtai )
NUMBER * -8 -6 -4 -2 0 2 4 6 8
*
1 * 42.1 42.1 42.1 42.0 42.0 41.9 41.7 41.4 41.4
2 * 106.6 99.8 93.2 87.0 81.7 75.9 70.4 65.2 60.0
3 86.2 82.7 79.7 77.4 74.6 70.3 66.2 62.4 58.3
4 * 69.3 67.0 64.3 61.3 58.9 56.2 53.6 51.3 49.3.
5 * 88.6 66.8 64.7 62.3 60.6 58.4 56.2 54.2 52.1
*
6 61.9 60.5 58.7 56.8 55.4 53.7 52.0 50.4 48.7
7 * 60.1 58.9 57.4 55.8 54.6 53.1 51.6 50.4 48.9
8 * 58.3 57.4 56.2 54.7 53.7 52.5 51.3 50.1 49.0
9 * 57.8 57.2 56.1 54.9 54.0 53.0 52.0 51.1 50.1
10 * 56.7 56.1 55.1 54.1 53.4 52.5 51.7 50.9 50.2
11 * $5.8 55.5 54.7 53.8 53.3 52.5 51.9 51.3 50.7
12 * 55.3 55.0 54.5 53.7 53.3 52 .7 52.4 52.0 51.7
13 54.6 54.6 54.8 55.1 55.3 55.4 55.5 55.7 55.7
14 53.6 53.5 53.4 53.7 53.9 53.9 53.8 53.5 53.1
15 * 51.9 57.5 61.1 65.7 71.1 75.8 85.3 83.4 86.7
*
16 * 48.6 52.6 56.6 59.4 59.7 65.0 63.4 66.7 69.1
17 * 43.1 45.5 47.9 50.2 52.8 60.0 57.0 59.2 60.9
18 * 40.7 42.6 44.5 46.2 48.2 49.8 51.5 52.2 54.6
19 * 40.7 42.3 44.0 45.5 47.2 48.6 49.8 51.2 52.2
20 39.4 41.9 42.3 43.5 45.0 46.1 47.2 48.2 49.1
*
21 * 39.3 40.6 41.8 42.8 44.2 45.1 45.8 46.7 47.3
2' * 38.0 39.1 40.1 41.0 42.1 42.8 43.6 44.3 44.8
23 * 37.0 37.9 38.8 39.5 40.4 41.0 41.6 42.2 42.7
24 * 35.7 36.4 37.2 37.9 38.6 39.0 39.5 40.0 40.5
25• * 32.3 33.0 33.6 34.0 34.6 35.0 55.5 36.1 36.8
*
26 * 29.8 30.3 30.9 31.4 31.9 32.3 32.9 33.4 34.3
27 * 33.9 34.3 34.7 35.0 35.3 35.5 35.7 36.0 36.3




27.3 27.3 27.3 27.7 28.1 28.3 28.5 28.5 28.5
'' «^F«^E:Z«4E«t««^E««««iE««««*«?F««^E^E««:4e«r.f«^E«««««««*fs«#«««««s.««««««^E?4**ibf.«s««««««






KANSAS UNIVERSITY FLIGHT RESEARCH LAB
DELTA P PROJECT - PHASE I
PUll NUMBER 3	 FI.,Al"-Ir DEFLECTIO
N
 ANGLE _ -10
1. MARCH 1981	 R. HRABAKP D. LEVY
MANOMETER BOARD READINGS (cm)
TUEE * ALPHA-ANGLE OF ATTACK (de-ortes)
1" IMSER * -8 -6 -4 -2 0 2 4 6 8
•.^.f******^^$F'^f'^'^lF^^' ^'*^*^"^ 'I^'^^^'^'1K'^^' '^"^'l^'^^"^'^^'lE^t'^"f^1^' JE '^^'^^^7^$4"^1'^9llC^^^I'S^^^t'f!!?I'*^!7!'ltlCj'^
1 * 41.9 41.9 41.7 41.7 41.7 41.6 41.5 41.3 41.2
2 * 103.3 96.7 90.4 X4.7 79.7 74.1 68.8 63. 3 5..1. r
3 * 83.7 80.8 77.9 76.1 73.2 68.8 64.7 60.9 57.2 
4 * 67.6 65.4 62.3 59.9 57.7 54.9 52.5 5ED.2 4c:.:
5 67.0 65.2 62.9 61.0 59. 2 57.1 55.1 53.1 5cl. r!
6 60.5 59.0 57.i 5^.6 54.2 52.5 50.9 49._. 47.7
7 * 55.8 57.5 55. i 54.6 53.4 51.9 50. 6 49.3 41'
8 56.8 55.9 54.5 53.5 52.4 51.3 50.1 49.0 47.7
9 56.5 55.7 54.5 5:3.6 52.8 51.7 50.8 49. ;3 4	 .1.
10 * 55.2 54.5 53.5 52.7 52.0 51.1 50.3 49.5 4.. r
11 + 54.4 53.8 53.0 52.4 51.8 51.0 50.4 49. S 49.1
	 -
12 * -5^. 8 53.3 r5d. 7 r,	 r5^. ^ -.51, r 51.2 5 ►^  8. -0.: 49	 ';+
13 53.0 53.2 53.2 53.4 53.5 53.5 5:3.6 53. 6 5	 5
14 * 49.9 49.7 49.5 49.4 49.3 48. 9 48.6 48.:3 4~0 ;:,	 -
15 53.9 58.4 63.2 69.1 73.2 77.7 82.3 85. 8.	 ;
16 50.3 54.5 58.6 61.6 60.8 62. 0 64.9 68.2 70.7
17 44.4 46.8 49.3 51.7 54.2 56.4 5.13- . 4 60.5 5	 5
18 42.0 44.0 45.8 47.7 49.5 51.1 52.8 54.5 5r. ,0
19 * 42.1 43.8 45.5 47.2 48.7 50.0 51.3 52.1 53.20 40.9 42.3 43.8 45.3 46.5 47.7 48.7 49.8 50.8
21 * 41.0 42.2 43.5 44.8 45.3 46.7 47.6 48.4 49.2.22 + 39.7 40.8 42.0 43.0 43. 9 44.8 45.5 46.2 46. 823 * :39.0 39.9 40.8 41.8 42.5 43.1 4:3.7 44.3 44.9
24 } 37.9 38.7 39.5 40.2 40.8 41.4 41. 9 42.4 43.625 35.5 36.1 36.6 37.1 37.6 38.0 38.4 38.9 39.6
20 - 33. 0 33.5 34.1 34.6 35.0 35.5 :.15.9 :36.4 3.".127 * 35.8 36.2 36.6 35.9 37.2 37. 37 7 38.0
28 41.8 41.8 41.8 41.8 41.7 41.6 41.5 41.3 41.2
27.0 27.3 27.5 28.0 28.2 28..E 28.3 28.4 28. 3 
^
♦ ^^^^l^l^.1.l f^^!►qty' 1^:tt^A^t}y.^j^*7G^'^'.^;R'i4tt*".4'^tj'^'^'^'t^^^•^;*!rt^F ^. ^F ;F^Y:^}^^^;t4^.t1+*
STATIC LEVEL = 37.0	 10
iKANSAS UNIVERSITY FLIGHT RESEARCH LAB
DELTA P PROJECT - PHASE I
RUN NUMBER 4	 11,"r^,1l, PAGN I5
	
FLAP DEFLECTION ANGLE s	 -5
4 MARCH 1981	 "t ` 
t't ►c ^: ► 11I;.1t,I7'1'
	 R. HRABAK P. FINN
MANOMETER BOARD READINGS (c.m)
 ^•i^^*^**^**t^l^'^'lflf'^'^'^*^t'f'^S^* ^"^1^^""Yf1^"^'f^'^ij^'^"^^"^!"^"^'^'^^'^'X'^'^'^'^^'^' ^"^'^'^1"^!'^"^'^"^':^^'^'^^^5^'!!'^1^^'t
TUBE r ALPHA-ANGLE OF ATTACK (devrets)
NU"iBER * -8 -6 -4 -2 0 2 4 6 8
^ •i4^*ff^* # iF^FdFiF^l^# iF^iF^9F^F^FlF^F9it^^F^P^F*^t^^^^R^^^r^f4Fi4ef^^F#F1l^FiE 1F#^F^F^^^FiedE4FiF^^tiF^^^^^e k^e^tdtk
!f
1 42.0 42.0 41.9 41.8 41.6 41.6 41.5 41.6 41.3
2 * 100.3 94.6 S8.3 82.7 77.1 72.2 '167.2 62.8 57.5
3 * 81.8 78.9 76.0 74.1 70.5 66.6 63.2 60.1 55.$
4 +► 66.2 64.1 61.2 58.8 56.1 53.7 51.5 49.7 47.5
5 65.4 63.8 61.5 59.6 57.5 55.8 53.9 52.2 49. 5,
+a
6 58.8 57.5 55.7 54.1 52.4 51.1 49.6 48.3 46.5
7 57.0 55.8 54.5 52.9 51.6 50.5 49.2 48.0 46.5
8 55.2 54.4 53.1 51.e 50.7 49. 7 48.7 47.7 46.4
9 * 54.6 53.8 52.7 51.6 50.6 49.9 49.0 48. 2 470
10 53.4 52.7 51.8 50.8 50.0 49.4 48.6 48.0 46.9
f
it * 52.6 52.1 51.2 50.3 49.6 49.1 48.5 48 .0 47.1
12 52.2 51.7 50.9 50.2 49.5 49.2 48.7 48. 4 47.8
13 * 51.0 51.0 50.7 53.2 51.0 49.9 49.5 4:+.	 , 4e.7
14 * 47.2 47.0 A6.6 46.2 45.8 45.6 45.1 44.8 44.1
15 56.1 91.1 65.8 70.0 74.8 79.9 84.1 88.2 92.5
16 52.3 56.8 60.5 62.5 61.6 63.7 66.4 70.7 73. 6G
17 46.3 49.0 51.4 53.5 56.0 58.2 60.0 62.8 65.0
18 43.7 45.9 47.7 49.3 51.2 52. L 54. 3 56.5 58.3
19 43.9 45.8 47.5 48.8 50.5 51. t 53.0 54.7 56.1
20 42. 8 44.5 45.8 47.0 48.5 49.5 53.5 52.13 53.1
21 * 43.1 44.5 45.7 46.7 48.0 48.7 49.5 50.7 51.6
22 42.1 43.2 44.3 45.1 46.2 47.0 47. 6 4;3.6 49.5
7.3 41.6 42.5 43.4 44.1 45.0 45.7 46,.2 47.0 47.7
24 +► 40.8 41.7 42.4 43.0 43.8 44.3 44.8 45.5 46.1
25 39.5 40.0 40.5 41.0 41.5 41.9 42.2 42.7 43.2
26 * 37.2 37.7 38.2 38. 8 39.3 39.7 4 0. it 40. 5 41.0
27 * 38.1 38.6 39.0 ?9. v.1 39.7 40.0 40.2 40.6 41.0
28 * 42.2 42.1 42.0 41.5 41.7 41.6 41.5 41.5 41.3
REF. * 27.3 27.4 27 6 .27 .7 S	 1 27 .8 27 . 8 28 .6 28.5
• ^ ^^^1f^'^^^^^^' ^^^'!!'!^!'^^l'^^^t'taF^'a!' }}}is yt^:!'^!^!'^^t",R'tt^'t!'.► ^..►,w^:t^^^w^SE^^^'^'^^
STATIC LEVEL = 37.8
11
TUBE * ALPHA-ANGLE OF ATTACK (clt vrttt)
NUMBER * -8 -6 -4 -2 0 2 4 6 8
a^***;^**^**************;gar***t*^t**at******,^*****#******** *******}^e****^r;^;^*^^^^
*
1 42.1 41.8 41.7 41.7 41.5 41.4 41.3 41.3 41.1
2 * 98.1 91.9 85.7 81.7 76.2 70.9 65.6 61.1 55.9
3 * 79.5 77.2 74.2 73.0 69.8 65.8 6,1.5 `8.5 `4.
4 63.9 61.8 58.9 57.1 54.6 52.2 49. 7 48.3 46. 1
5 * 63.7 61.9 59.7 58.3 56.4 54.5 5204 50.7 4,::.4
6 57.0 55.6 53.7 52.7 51.2 49.7 48.0 46.7 44.?
* 55.4 53.9 52.4 51.6 50.3 49.0 47.7 46.6 44. 9
8 * 53.3 52.4 51.1 50.4 49.3 48.3 47.1 46.2 44.
9 * 52.5 51.6 50.4 49.9 49.0 48.1 47.2 46.4 45.2
10 * 51.4 50.5 49.5 49.0 48.3 47.6 46.7 46.1 45.0
*
11 * 50.2 49.3 48.5 48.1 47.5 46.8 46.2 45.7 44.,
12 * 49.3 48.6 47.8 47.4 47.0 46.5 46.0 45.7 44.,3
13 * 45.7 45.3 44.8 44.7 44.2 43.6 43.0 42.4 41._,
14 * 43.3 42.8 42.4 42.2 41.7 41.2 40.7 40 .2 39.3
15 * 58.8 63.0 67.6 72.7 77.2 81.5 85.8 90.8 96.0
*
16 * 54.3 58.7 62.2 64.2 63.0 65.2 68.3 73.2 76.3
17 * 48.3 50.5 52.8 55.3 57.4 58.5 61.6 64.9 67. 4
18 * 45.7 47.3 49.1 51.0 52.6 54.2 55.3 58.5 60.5
19 * 46.0 47.5 48.9 50.6 51.9 53.2 54.6 56,8 58.4
20 * 44.9 46.2 47.4 48.8 49.9 51.1 52.2 54.2 55.4
*
21 } 45.3 46.4 47.5 48.7 49.6 50.4 51.3 52.9 54.1
22 44.5 45.4 46.4 47.4 48.2 48. 9 49.7 51.1 5 :'	 1
23 * 44.1 45.0 45.7 46.6 47.3 47.8 48.5 49.7 561: 6
24 * 43.7 49.4 45.1 45.8 46.4 46.9 47.4 48.4 4q.':'
25 * 43.7 44.1 44.4 44.9 45.2 45.5 45.8 46.6 41.2
26 42.2 42.8 43.3 44.1 44.6 44.9 45.3 46.1 46,.r,
27 * 40.9 41.3 41.7 42.1 42.5 42.8 43.1 43.7 44.2
28 * 42.0 41.8 41.7 41.6 41.5 41.4 41.3 41.3 41.1
*
REF. * 2?.a 27.6 27.6 28.2 28.2 28.0 27.8 29.0 29.0
t
F«?F«a;.«^^e ««xis«eest««+t«t^F«e^eet^i«««x««*+t±««:Et««:f*±««+ +«x y «»e4t«x:^«*«««««.
9.
r
KANSAS UNIVERSITY FLIGHT RESEARCH LAB
DELTA P PROJECT - PHASE I
RUN NUMBER 5
	 FLAP DEFLECTION ANGLE = 	 0
6 MARCH 1981	 R. HFABACK 9 D. LEVY
MANOMETER BOARD READINGS (cm)
STATIC LEVEL = 37.1
	 12
KANSAS UNIVERSITY FLIGHT RESEARCH LAB
DELTA P PROJECT - PHASE I
RUN NUMBER 6	 FLAP DEFLECTION ANGLE 	 5
4 MARCH 1981	 R. HRABAKP D. LEVY
MANOMETER BOARD F:EADINGS (cm)
^r^^F^fr^^F?^^i•yE*^^FiEj9F^Fl^F^^E^E9F^fr^E9F^E^I•dEiE^fr^friFiFd^raE^f r^f^E^E^E^F^^9Ee^f^F^E^'r9E^^•34^r*^^F^#yE^r^x^^^F3F^^f^^^^?^
TUBE * ALPHA-ANG' E OF ATTACK (de s r es )
NUMBER * -8 -6 -4 - 0 2 4 6 8
1 41.8 41.7 41.6 41.4 41.3 41.3 41.3 40.9 40.7
2 } 95.9 90.0 84.6 79.2 74.5 69.1 64,1 58.5 53.3 
3 x 78.2 75.4 73.4 71.4 68.6 64.0 60.4 55.9 52.4
4 62.4 60.3 57.9 55.5 53.4 50.8 48.6 46.1 44.4-
5 62.0 60.3 58.5 56.7 55.1 53.0 51.1 48.7 46.4
6 55.5 54.1 52.5 51.1 49.9 48.3 46.7 44.8 42.9
7 53.8 52,4 51.2 50.0 48.9 47.7 46.3 44.7 43.0
8 51.7 50.8 49.7 48.7 47.8 46.7 45.5 44.0 42.6
9 * 50.8 49.8 48.9 48.1 47.3 46.5 45.4 44.2 43.0
10 * 49.3 48.5 47.7 47.0 46.3 45.7 44.7 43.6 42.4
11 47.9 47.2 46.4 45.8 45.3 44.7 44.0 43.0 42.0
12 46.8 46.1 45.5 45.0 44.6 44.3 43.6 42.9 42.0
r,1 .3 * 39 . 2 r38.5 38.0 r37.5 37.1 3 6 . 7 ^•3 6 .1 r35.4 r34.8
14 39.0 38.5 38.1 37.7 37.4 36.9 36.4 35.8 35.2
15 60.5 64.6 69.^E' 73.3 78.3 83.6 88.3 93.0 98.8
*
a
16 f 56.5 60.2 63.9 66.2 64.4 66.7 70.2 74.9 78.6
17 49.6 51.7 53.9 56.1 58.5 60.9 63.3 66.7 69.4
18 46.9 48.6 50.3 52.0 53.7 55.7 57.5 60.2 62.5
19 47.9 48.9 50.4 51.8 53.3 54.9 56.5 58.7 60.5
20 * 46.5 47.7 48.9 50.1 51.4 53.8 54.2 56 .1 57.7
t
a
21 47.2 43.2 49.2 50.2 51.3 52.4 53.5 55.1 56.4
^^22 s 46.5 ^4.. 3 48.2 4 9 .1 50. i 5 1.1 52 .1 5•;•^•_.. 5 .^4. 6	 a5
•123 ^ 46.5 ^4 i .2 48.0 48.7 C49.5 C50.4 C	 •-51. 2 52 . 5 C •;•53.4
24 * 46.4 47.0 47.6 48.2 48.9 49.7 50.3 51.5 52.:.
25• 47.4 47.7 48.0 48.5 48.9 49.5 49.9 50.7 51.3
26 # 4:_,, .6 49.3 49.6 50.0 50.4 50.8 51.2 51.9 52.3
27 44.3 44.5 44.8 45.2 45.5 45.9 46. 3 46.9 47.3
41.8 41.6 41.5 41.4 41.4 41.3 41.2 41.0 40.7
REF . 27.7  i	 .2' 6 27 8. ._	 .2 7 8 2	 0t^^. ..r.2	 1 ter.28	 1 ;,	 9.__.. n 8.ter. 8r
tt•.E*^il•t!}±l^yi*•'►'ti► !*^i'^•!E•^kti► ttiE^^^k+^^+.'#+jti%};Gt.f•f{}+r}.Y;iii;•;r,^ ► ^;C^^;G;► f•;r'{^^.+;i.:i+,^:i+,•
STATIC LEVEL = 37.8
13
eKANSAS UNIVERSITY FLIGHT RESEARCH LAB
sk
DELTA P PROJECT - PHASE I
RUN NUMBER 7	 FLAP DEFLECTION ANGLE =	 10
4 MARCH 1981	 R. HRABAKr D. LEVY
MANOMETER BOARD READINGS (cm)
TUBE * ALPHA-ANGLE OF ATTACK (decrees)
NUMBER * -8 -6 -4 -2 0 2 4 6 8
^ 4
1 41.7 41.6 41.5 41.3 41.2 41.1 40.8 40.6 40.4
2 94.5 89.5 83.2 78.0 72.7 67.1 61.8 56.1 51.3
3 * 75.8 74.1 72.2 70.2 66.8 62 .4 58.2 54.0 50.5
4 t 61.0 59.1 56.6 54.3 52.0 49.3 46.9 44. 5 42.9'
5 60.7 59.0 57.1 55.4 53.6 51.4 49.3 46.8 44.7
6 54.1 52.7 51.2 49.8 48.5 46.7 45.0 43.0 41.3
7 52.3 51.0 49.8 43.7 47.5 46.0 44.5 42.8 41.4
8 50.0 49.2 48.0 47.1 46.1 44.8 43.5 42.0 40.7
9 * 43.9 48.1 47.2 46.3 45.5 44.4 43.3 42.0 40.9
10 47.3 46.4 45.7 45.0 44.3 43.3 42.3 41.1 40.1
11 } 45.6 44.8 44.2 43.5 43.0 42.1 41.3 40.3 39.4
12 44.1 43.4 42.9 42.3 41.9 41.2 40.5 39.6 38.8
13 * 34.3 33.4 32.7 32.2 31.7 30.2 30.5 29.8 29.0
14 35.8 35.1 34.7 34.3 34.0 33.7 32.1 32.6 32.0
15 62.3 66.6 71.1 75.5 30.7 85.7 80.7 94.7 102.7
16 58.2 62.0 65.8 68.1 66.2 68.4 72.1 76.2 81.3
17 50.9 53.1 55.3 57.6 60.1 62.6 65.1 67.9 71.9
18 48.3 50.0 51.7 53.4 55.3 57.3 59.2 61.5 64.7
19 * 49.0 50.4 52.0 54.3 55.0 56.5 58.3 60.1 62.7
20 a 48.1 49.3 50.6 5.1.8 53.2 54.6 56.0 57.6 59.7
21 t 48. 9 50.0 51.0 52.0 53.2 54. 3 55.5 56.7 58.4
22 48.5 49.4 50.3 51.2 52.3 55.3 54.3 55.4 56.9
23 48.3 49.6 50.4 51.1 52.0 52. 8 53.7 54. 6 55.8
24 } 49.1 49.8 50.4 51.0 51.7 52.5 53.2 53.9 55. 0
25, 51.7 52.1 52.4 52.8 53.2 53.7 54.1 54. 4 55,0
26 54.7 54.9 55.1 55.2 55.3 55.5 55.7 55.7 55 .9
27 x 47.9 48.1 48.3 43.6 48.9 49.3 49.6 49.8 50.2
28 ?4 41.7 41.6 41.4 41.3 41.2 41.1 40.8 40.6 40.3;
REF 28.2 28.2 28.1 28. 1 28. 2 28.3 28. 2 28. 2 28. 5
};i}.Y}}q'4t*xt+Cl^:S^^F^^'ti!{lt^+*!''l'`x^t!•!^E}}}^lt^^'^*it*!t#^}•a}}:i^}^^•tt;l;^;^ii..i};► •^•^.*•+•r E;
KANSAS UNIVERSITY FLIGHT RESEARCH LAB
DELTA P PROJECT - PHASE I
RUN NUMBER 8	 FLAP DEFLECTION ANGLE n
	 15
6 MARCH 1981
	 R. HRASAKP P. FINN
e^^*eeea^e^^^e^^e^e^t^e^^ee^ta^eeeeeeea^^^a^eeeeeeea^e^a^eeeeeeeeea^eaae^^a^^^^^a^^^re^e^
MANOMETER BOARD READINGS (cm)
TUBE * ALPHA-ANGLE OF ATTACK (devrees)
NUMBER a -8 -6 -4 -2 0 2 4 5 $
1 41.8 41.7 41.5 41.6 41,,3 41.0 40.7 40.4 40.1
2 94.1 87.2 81.9 77.0 71.5 65.7 60.1 54.5 49.6
3 76.1 72.6 70.9 69.1 65.5 60.5 56.7 52.3 48.9
4 60.7 58.0 55.8 53.6 51.1 48.2 45.9 43.4 41.8'
5 60.0 57. 8 56.1 54.4 52.4 50.2 48.0 45.5 43.2
6 53. v 51.6 50.2 48.9 47.3 45.5 43.8 41. 8 40.1
7 5105 49.9 48.8 47.6 46.3 44.9 43.4 41.6 40.1
8 * 49.0 47.8 46.7 45.8 44.7 43.4 42.1 40.6 39.2
9 47.6 46.6 45.7 45.0 44.0 43.0 41.9 40.5 39.5
10 45.6 44.7 44.0 43.3 42.5 41.5 40.5 39.4 38.5
11 } 43.8 43.0 42.3 41.8 41.0 40.2 39.5 38.4 37.5	 J
12 42.0 41.3 40.7 40.2 39.6 38.9 38 * 2 3 7 .4 36. r''
13 31.2 30.2 29.3 28.7 28.0 27.3 26.6 26.0 25.2
14 33.2 32.7 32.2 31.9 31.5 31.1 30.7 30.2 29.8
15 64.6 68.1 72.6 77.2 82.4 87.7 92.2 96.7 102.9
e
16 60.1 63.5 67.1 69.4 67.5 69.8 74.1 77.8 81.7
17 52.6 54.4 56.5 58.9 61.5 64.0 66.8 69.7 72.5
18 49.7 51.2 52.9 54.7 56.6 58.6 60.7 63.1 65.3
19 50.7 51.8 53.2 54.8 56.4 58.0 59.8 61.8 6:3.5
20 49.9 50. 8 52.0 53.3 54.6 56.0 57.5 59.2 6k1. a
e
21 50.8 51.5 52.5 53.6 54.7 55.9 57.1 58.5 59.7
22 * 50.6 51.1 52.0 53.0 54.0 55.0 56.0 57.2 58.2 
23 51.2 51.6 52.4 53.1 54.0 54.7 55.5 56.5 57.3
24 51.8 52.1 52.7 53.2 53.9 54.5 55.2 56.0 56.5
26 } 55.8 55.6 55.7 56.0 56.2 56.4 56.5 56.7 56.7
26 59.4 59.0 58.9 53.9 58.8 58.6 58.4 58.3 57.9
27 51.5 51.5 51.6 51.7 52.0 52.2 52.5 53.0 53.2
28 42.0 41.8 41.6 41.5 AtI.3 41.1 40.8 40.7 40.2
REF. 28.4 28.3 28.3 28.3 28.3 28.:3 28.2 28.8 28.5
^E^e^F^•c^?► ^;F*^'^E"?E*:^^^^'^E'E?Eir^^iE4^^^^^iFel^:e:^t^EaE^^x^ttilt}^}^+^+a;.^{?^.^^...,7i^F;F^t}a.}•




KANSAS UNIVERSITY FLIGHT RESEARCH LAB




RUN NUMBER 9	 FLAP DEFLECTION AO gLE	 20
6 MARCH 1981
	
R. HRABAKs P. FINN
a ,g
MANOMETER BOARD READINGS (cm)
TUBE * ALPHA-ANGLE OF ATTACK (degrees)
i '	 NUMBER x -8 -6 -4 -2 0 2 4 6 8
•
1 31.6 41.4 41.3 41.1 41.0 40.7 40.5 40.2 39.8
'	 2 39.3 85.0 S0.4 75.1 69.5 63.5 53.0 52.6 47.7
3 71.7 70.8 69.5 67.6 63.8 58.8 54.5 50.6 47.1.
4 58.1 56.7 54.6 52.3 49.6 46. 8 44.2 42.1 40.6
5 57.5 56.2 54.7 52.8 50.8 48.5 47.2 43.9 41.
6 51.2 50.2 43.9 47.4 45.8 44.0 42.2 40.3 38.7
7 49.5 43.4 47.2 46.0 44.7 43.2 41.7 40.2 38 .7
8 } 46.8 46.2 45.1 44.1 43.0 41.6 40.2 39.8 37.6
9 45.5 44.8 44.0 43.1 42.1 41.0 39.9 38.7 37.7
10 43„ 5 42.7 42.0 41.2 40.3 39.5 33.5 37.4 36.5
11 41.5 40.3 40.1 39.5 38.7 37.9 37.0 36.2 35.4
12 39.6 38.9 38.2 37.5 36.8 36.2 35.6 34.8 34.2
'	 13 30.5 28.2 26.8 25.8 24.3 24.0 23.1 22.4 21.8
14 31.3 30.2 29.5 29.0 23.6 28.3 27.8 2 7.5 27. 1
15 64.7 63.9 73.2 78.0 83.6 39.0 92.7 98.1 103.0
16 60.2 64.1 67.9 70.3 63.4 70.3 75.1 78.7 82.0
17 52.8 54.9 57.1 59.5 62.1 64.3 67.7 70.4 72.3
18 50.1 51.8 53.5 55.2 57.3 59.4 61.6 63.8 65.7
19 * 51.1 52.5 53.9 55.5 57.1 58.8 60.6 62.3 63.9
20 50.2 51.4 52.6 53.9 55.4 56.9 58.4 59.8 61.0
21 * 51.2 52.2 53.2 54. a 55.5 5 6 .7 ,.x8.0 59.1 60.4t
22 51.2 52.0 52.3 53.7 54.7 55.3 56.8 57.7 58.6
23 51.9 52.5 53.1 54.0 54.7 55.6 56.4 57.1 57.7
24. 52.6 53.0 53.4 54.0 54.6 55.3 55.9 56.4 55.9
25 56.8 56.6 56.6 56.6 56.7 56.8 56.7 56.7 56.6
u 26 61.9 61.2 60.6 60.4 59.9 59.6 59.0 58.5 58.0
r	 27 55.4 55.3 55.4 55.5 55.8 56.0 56.1 56.2 56.2
28 41.7 41.6 41.5 41.3 41.1 40.8 40.5 40.3 40.0
REF. 28.4 23.4 28.3 28. 2 28.3 28.4 28.3 28. 2 28 .2
'!^^'.Y'^^'^'.^"^'.^^^'^*^'t".k^#^^'^'^".^^^'.^t^'^^^'{'^^".^'^'}'t:^"f'^'t^'^'^'t'^"^:f^}tw}±^^'^.'^•.f t't t',k 'tty.'t^;► *4}{	 u
j
STATIC LEVEL = 37.8	 16
01 "PHASE I
	
DATA OUTPUTTING PROGRAM nanoAtter board file' 1+9'1
is din L$(e039P1(31sYS($OI1(or Sol to 754"*"+Lt(S31next Sifxd 1
21 din AS(803pA(29r9IvRpD9L
31 fMt 20"	 RUN NUM9ER'+f2.0r31xr "FLAP DEFLECTION ANGLE _ "rf4.0
41 fnt 3+:if5.lr2xifnt 6rxo"
	 REF.	 ♦ "
51 fnt 49.r8::rf2.0+2xr"*"+2xifwt 5s"
	
STATIC LEVEL o "r1S.l
61 " -8
	 -ti	 -4	 -2	 0	 2	 4	 6	 8"+Y9
71 "PCL"stint "FILE NUMBER?"rFiif F>9 or F<14+1to +0
81 %rk I10dt Fildt F.AS.A(RI+RoDsL
91 "STR"lwrt 6r"	 -----------------"ifor Sol to 54uirt 68tic(t S
101 wrt 6s"	 KANSAS UNIVERSITY FLIGHT P.ESEAFCH LAB"i w rt 6
I11 wrt 6+"
	
DELTA P PROJECT - PHASE I"
121 wrt 64wrt 64wrt 6.2tRoDiwrt 6
131 wrt 6PAt4wrt 64wrt 641,rrt 6t"
	
"+L$Iwrt 6
141 wrt 6t"	 MANOMETER BOARD READINGS (cm)"
151 wrt 6
161 wrt 6p"	 "oL8
171 wrt W	 TUBE +	 ALPHA-ANGLE OF ATTACK tderrtea>"
181 wrt 69"	 NUMBER + "#YS
191 wrt 6o"	 "9Lliwrt W
	
*"i1+B
201 for I n 1 to 284jrt 6.49Iifor J u l to 9
211 wrt 6.3pA1I p J11next Jiwrt 6
221 if 8 n540+8iwrt W
	
t"await 200
231 8+1+8intxt Iiwrt 6r"
	 t"
241 wrt 6.61for So l to 94wrt 6.3pA(29+Slintxt Siwrt 64wrt 69"	 •"
251 wrt' 69"	 "sLS4wrt- 6iwrt 6.5pLifor S o l to 7





01 "DELTA P COPRECTIONS PROGRAM 	 3-4-81 "1
It'din LS(803 ► P8(33•Y8(8O31for Sal to 751"#"+LS(S31n*xt Sifxd 1
21 din A8[8O]oA(29o91oRoDrL
31 trk l
41 for F•1 to 9idsp ' insert *rivinal tape L CONTINUE"lsto
51 Idt Fildf F+AS.A(+3oRoDrL
tit R+W1D+ViL+U
7t for A• i to 9
8t if Rol or Rot or R•31A(29rA3+.3+A(299A3
91 1.00025A(29+A 3-A[29# A 3
101 A(1 r A J-. 0139.?" t2A(29r A ]*At l• A ] i A(2$, A 3-. 01892t2A(29 • A ]-oA(28. A 3
11t next A
121 ds p "insert now tap* & CONTINUE"isto







161 (At 2r"	 RUN NUM8ER"#f2.8o31xv"FLAP DEFLECTION ANGLE + "if4.0
191 ant 3oz+f5.lr2x1fnt 60z0"	 REF.	 + "
201 (At 4ozr8xrfc.0-2xr"*"o2x1fMt 5r"	 STATIC LEVEL n "rf5.1
211 " -6




a l to 51wrt 6lntxt S
231 wrt 69"	 KANSAS UNIVERSITY FLIGHT PESEACH LAB"Isirt 6
241 wrt 69"
	
DELTA P PROJECT - PHASE I"
251 wrt 61wrt 61wrt 6.2oPoD$wrt 6
261 wrt 6PAS;wrt 61wrt 61wrt 61wrt 6+"	 "PLS
27t wrt 6+"
	 TUBE *	 ALPHA-ANGLE OF ATTACK Cdt trtts)"
281 art 6o"
	 NUMBER • 'OYS
291 wrt 6o"'+LSiwrt 6o"
	
+"i1+8
301 for I . 1 to 281wrt 6.4#Iifor Ju l to 9
311 wrt 6.39 A(IsJ11next J1 wrt 6
32t if B=510+81wrt 6r'
	
+"await 200
331 8+1+81n*xt I1wrt 6o"
	
•"iwrt 6o"	 •«
341 wrt 6.61for So l to 91wrt 6.39A(29+Slintxt S4wrt 6iwrt 69'	 +► "
3%, wrt 69"	 •'iwrt 69'	 "PLS;wrt 61wrt 61wrt 6.590for Sa l to 7
361 wrt 61ntxt S






08 "DELTA P RESEARCH PROJECT - DATA ARRAY CHANGES"s
Is "PAUL FINN 3-4-81
	
MP9025 "1
21 din E(2799)-X[27)rY(27)-G[11499]-Lf(00)-Y$(80);din Bt9-93-P-X
31 din D(1399]-ZC 13)-R-Didin C(27-93-BSt003-WPV
41 trk 110+N
51 .095+Xt 2 ]; . 139+X( 3 ]1.19 +X(4 ]1.243+X(5 )
61 .295+X(6 ]1.347+X(7 ]1.4+X(8 ); . 452+XC 9 ]1.504+XC 1 O ]
71 .556+X(11 ] 1.609+X(12 ] 1.713+X(13 ] 1.766+X(14 )1.119+Xt 15 )
91 .171+Xt 16 )i .223+:tt 17 ]1.276*Xt 19 )1.320+Xt 19 ]
91 .39+Xt 20 ]1.433+XC 21 ]1.405 *XC 22 ]1.537+X(23 )1.599+XC 24 )
10, . 668+Xt 25 ] 1.72+XC 26 )1.77352+X(27 ]
I I I for Tut to 271 X(T ]+Y(T )1 next T
121 for T•2 to 131Y(T+I3)+XCT1Inext T1Y(14]+X(27]
131 for T n2 to 141X(T)+PIT-1 ];next T
141 for Fall to 19;dso "Insert Finn Tap* and CONTINUE";stp
151 fdf F;ldf FvCC *)-BSvW-V
161 for T•2 to 271for An t to 91C(T-A)+ECT-Ai1n*xt A;n*xt T
171 for A•1 to 91for 2.2 to 13
18t ((Y(:+1 3- 11C2])EC.'9A3+(XC21-Yt2])ET +1-A])/(YC:*I ]-YCC)?+CCZ-A)lnext 2
191 ((Y(27]-XI27])EE.16-A)+kXt27]-Y(26])Et27-A))i(Y(27 ]-1'(2e) )+C(27rA];n*xt
201 for T•2 to 141for A • 1 to 9;CCT ► A)-C(T+139A)+D(T-1 ► A);next Ainext T
211 dsp "Insert NEW Ta pe and CONTINUE";stp
221 for S o l to 751 "*"+Lft S )1 next S1 f xd 1
231 fort 3--.-f5.2-2x
241 fnt 2-"




-6	 -4	 -2	 0	 2	 4	 6	 6"+Yf
271 "STR"Iwrt 69"
	
-----------------";for Sol to 51wrt 61n*xt
281 wrt 6-"	 KANSAS UNIVERSITY FLIGHT RESEACH LAB"
291 wrt 6iwrt 6-"
	
DELTA P PROJECT - PHASE I"
301 wrt 6;wrt 61wrt 6.2-W0/lwrt
 6








341 wrt 6-"	 "-LS
351 wrt 6-"
	 TUBE *	 ALPHA-ANGLE OF ATTACK (d*vr*es)"
361 wrt 69"






381 for I n2 to 271wrt 6.4;llfor Jul to 9
391 wrt 6.3-CCI-J1;n*xt J;wrt 6
401 if Bw5;0-#B;wrt 6o"	 *"; wait 200
41: B +1+B;n*xt I
421 wrt 69"	 *"; wrt 69"	 "rL$Iwrt 6;wrt 61for Sa l to 101next S
438 144R  V+D
441 fdf F;rcf FioX*1-2[+]•R-D
	 -
451 for Ta t to 131for Ant to 9
46: D(T-A)+GET +NPA];next Ainext T;N+13+N
471 next F
481 ds p "Insert NEW Tap* and CONTINUE";stp
49: for T=1 to 13
50: for 2.0 to 104 by
 13
51: for Aw l to 9
	 -
521 GET+Z-A]+BC2'%13+1-A);next Ainext Z
531 T+P; Z(T ]+X




4. PRESSURE COEFFICIENTS (NOT INTERPOLATED)
This chapter contains the nondimensional pressure coefficients
at the 26 tap locations (13 upper. 13 lower) along the surface.
Since the manometer tubes are all inclined to the same angle,
the corrected readings can be input directly into the defining
formula:
C  0 psg0 pe	 (4.1)





KANSAS UNIVERSITY FLIGHT RESEARCH LAB
DELTA P PROJECT - PHASE I
RUN NUMBER 1	 FLAP DEFLECTION ANGLE
2 MARCH 1531	 R. HRABAKP P. FINN
PRESSURE COEFFICIENT
TAP ALPHA-ANGLE OF ATTACK (dtvrats)
NUMBER -S -6 ­4 -2 0 2 4 6 3
1 -2.43 -2.21 -1.55 -1.71 -1.46 -1.24 -1.04 -0.87 -0.69
2 -1.69 -1.59 -1.46 -1.33 -1.23 -1.04 -0.37 -0.76 -0.65
3 * -1.05 -0.56 -0.35 -0.75 -0.63 -0.52 -0.43 -0.55 -0.2a
4 -1.03 -0.96 -0.37 -0.79 -0.69 -0.61 -0.53 -0.47 -0.441
5 -0.73 -0.72 -0.65 -0.53 -0.51 -0.45 -0.38 -0.33 -0.27
6 -0.71 -0.65 -0.55 -0.53 -0.47 -0.42 -0.36 -0.32 -0.27
7 -0.63 -0.60 -0.55 -0.50 -0.44 -0.40 -0.35 -0.32 -0.28
3 * -0.61 -0.58 -0.54 -0.50 -0.45 -0.42 -0.37 -0.35 -0.31
9 -0.53 -0.55 -0.51 -0.43 -0.43 -0.40 -0.37 -0.35 -0.31
16 -0.54 -0.52 -0.49 -0.47 -0.43 -0.40 -0.37 -0.35 -0.33
}
11 * -0.52 -0.51 -0.43 -0.47 -0.44 -0.42 -0.33 -0.38 -0.35
12 -0.51 -0.50 -0.49 -0.49 -0.49 -0.50 -0.50 -0.51 -0.47
IS -0.49 -0.49 -0.47 -0.47 -0.50 -0.50 -0.47 -0.43 -0.45
14 -0.29 -0.46 -0.62 -0.78 -0.95 -1.12 -1.29 -1.45 -1.46
15 # -0.17 -0.32 -0.46 -0.57 -0.59 -0.60 -0.70 -0.34 -0.83
16 0.02 -0.07 -0.15 -0.24 -0.32 -0.41 -0.45 -0.58 -0.61
17 } 0.11 0.04 -0.03 -0.10 -0.16 -0.23 -0.29 -0.37 -0.42	 e
18 0.11 0.05 -0.01 -0.07 -0.12 -0.18 -0.24 -0.30 -0.37
19 0.15 0.11 0.05 -0.00 -0.04 -0.09 -0.14 -0.20 -0.27
20 0.16 0.12 0.07 0.02 -0.01 9.02 -0.09 -0.13 -0.22
21 0.21 0.18 0.14 0.10 0.07 0.03 -0.01 -0.04 -0.15
22 * 0.26 0.23 0.20 0.16 0.13 0.11 0.07 0.414 -0.0,?
23 } 0.32 0.29 0.26 0.23 0.21 0.13 0.15 0.12 -0.01	 a
24 0.46 0.44 0.41 0.38 0.36 0.33 0.29 0.25 0.141
25
.
} 0.55 0.53 0.51 0.47 0.45 0.42 0.38 0.34 0.19
26 } 0.37 0.36 0.34 0.31 0.31 0.29 0.27 0.25 0.19
^F^:^^^^F^^^e^t^F^?► ^?► 3F^F^^t^^F^^^^^e^^^^^^?^^?F^*^^F}^.}^F^^^iE^*x++ *.«ace^e^:^^t #t;:^ea +;?^a:t.:
22
KANSAS UNIVERSITY FLIGHT RESEARCH LAB
DELTA P PROJECT - PHASE I
RUN NUMBER 2
	
FLAP DEFLECTION ANGLE n -15
3 MARCH 1981
	
R. HRABAKv D. LEVY
PRESSURE COEFFICIENT
TAP	 *	 ALPHA-ANGLE OF ATTACK tdoirtss>
	
NUMBER *	 -8	 -6	 -4	 -2	 0	 2	 4	 6	 8
	1	 -2.36 -2.11 -1.87 -1.622 -1.41 -1.20 -1.01
	
-0.83 -0.65
2 * -1.62 -1.49 -1.38 -1.28 -1.16 -1.01 -0.86 -0.73 -0.5:'
	
3	 -1.00 -0.91 -0.81 -0.70 -0.60 -0.51 -0.42 -0.34 -0.28
	
4	 -1.70 -0.90 -0.83 -0,73 -0.66 -0.58 -0.51 -0.45 -0.38
	
5	 -0.73 -0.67 -0.61 -0.53 -0.48 -0.42' -0.36 -0.31 -0.2i
6 * -0.66 -0.62 -0.56 -0.50 -0645 -0.40 -0.35 -0.31 -0.26
	
7	 -0.59 -0.56 -0.52 -0.46 -0.42 -0.38 -0.34 -0.30 -0.27
	
8	 -0.58 -0.55 -0.51 -0.47 -0.43 -0.39 -0.36 -0.34 -0.31
	
9	 -0.53 -0.51 -0.48 -0.44 -0.41 -0.38 -0.35 -0.33 -0.31
	
10	 -0.50 -0.49 -0.46 -0.43 -0.40 -0.38 -0.36 -0.34 -0.322
	
11	 -0.48 -0.47 -0.45 -0.42 -0.40 -0.38 -0.38 -0.37 -0.36
12 * -0.46 -0.46 -0.47 -0.47 -0.47 -0.48 -0.43 -0.50 -0.50
	
13	 -0.42 -0.42 -0.41 -0.42 -0.42 -0.43 --0.42 -P.42 -0.41
	
14	 -0.36 -0.56 -0.70 -0.86 -1.04 -1.20 -1.53 -1.47 -1.59
15 * -0.24 -0.38 -0.53 -0.63 -0.63 -0.32 -0.76 -0.88 -0.97
	
16	 -0.04 -0.12 -0.21 -0.33 -0.38 -0.64 -0.54 -0.62 -0.68
	
17	 0.05 -0.02 -0.09 -0.15 -0.22 -0.28 -0.34 -0.38 -0.46
	
18	 0.05 -0.01 -0.07 -0.13 -0.19 -0.24 -0.28 -0.34 -0.38
	
19	 0.10	 0.01 -0.01 -0.05 -0.11 -0.15 -0.19 -0.24 -0.27
	
20	 0.10
	 0.05	 0.01 -0.03 -0.08 -0.12 -0.14 -0.18 -0.21
21	 0.15	 0.11	 0.07	 0.04 -0.00 -0.03 -0.07 -0.10 -0.12
	
22	 }	 0.19
	 0.15	 0.12	 0.09	 0.06	 0.03	 0.00 -0.02 -0.05
	
23	 0.23
	 0.21	 0.18	 0.15	 0.12	 0.10	 0.08	 0.05	 0.03
	
24	 0.36
	 0.33	 0.31	 0.29	 0.26	 0.24 -0.48	 0.19	 0.16
25 .
	0.45
	 0.43	 0.41	 0.38	 0.36	 0.34	 0.31	 0.28	 0.25
26	 0.30






KANSAS UNIVERSITY FLIGHT RESEARCH LAB
DELTA P PROJECT - PHASE I
FLAP DEFLECTION ANGLE -
R. HRABAKP D. LEVY
av
PRESSURE COEFFICIENT
TAP ALPHA-ANGLE OF ATTACK (dtvrtts)





1 -2.28 -2.01 -1.77 -1.53 -1 35 -1.15 -0.96 -0.77 -0.62 f
2 -1.55 -1.43 -1.31 -1.23 -1.12 -0.96 -0.82 -0.69 -0.5f
3 -0.95 -0.86 -0.75 -0.65 -0.57 -0.47 -0.39 -0.31 -0.25
4 -0.93 -0.86 -0.77 -0.69 -0.62 -0.55 -0.48 -0.42 -0.34
5 -0.69 -0.63 -0.56 -0.49 -0.44 -0.39 -0.33 -0.28 -0.23
^ 1
6 -0.63 -0.57 -0.51 -0.49 -0.42 -3.36 -0.32 -0.28 -0.24 i
7 -0.55 -0.51 -0.46 -0.42 -0.38 -0.34 -0.30 -0.27 -0.23
$ -0.54 -0.51 -0.46 -0.42 -0.39 -0.36 -0-33 -0.30 -0.27
9 -0.49 -0.46 -0.43 -0.39 -0.37 -0.34 -0.31 -0.29 -0.27
10 -0.46 -0.44 -0.41 -0.38 -0.36 -0.33 -0.31 -0.30 -0.28
11 -0.44 -0.42 -0.40 -0.37 -0.35 -0.34 -0.33 -0.32 -0.31
12 -0.41 -0.42 -0.42 -0.42 -0.42 -0.42 -0.43 -0.43 -0.43
13 -0.30 -0.29 -0.28 -0.27 -0.27 -0.26 -0.25 -0.25 -0.2
14 -0.45 -0.61 -0.78 -0.98 -1.12 -1. 28 -1.44 -1.55 -1.68
15 -0.31 -0.46 -0.61 -0.71 -0.68 -0.72 -0.33 -0.95 -1.04
16 -0.09 -0.18 -0.27 -0.36 -0.44 -0.52 -0.60 -0.68 -0,40'
17 -0.01 -0.08 -0.15 -0.21 -0.28 -0.34 -0.40 -0.46 -0.52
1S -0.01 -0.07 -0.14 -0.19 -0,25 -0.30 -0.35 -0.40 -0.45
19 0.03 -1.02 -0.07 -0.13 -0.17 -0.22 -0.25 -0.30 -0.34
20 0.03 -0.01 -0.06 -0.11 -0.15 -0.18 -0.22 -0.25 -0.28
21 0.08 0.04 -0.01 -0.04 -0.08 -0.11 -0.14 -0.17 -0.20
22 0.11 0.07 0.03 -0.00 -0.0 3 -3.05 -0.08 -0.11 -0.13
23 0.15 0.12 0.08 0.06 0.03 0.01 -0.01 -0.04 -0.09
24 * 0.23 0.21 0.19 0.17 0.15 0.13 0.11 0.03 0.06-
25, 0.33 0.31 0.28 0.26 0.24 0.22 0.210 0.17 0.14
26 0.22 0.21 0.19 0.21 0.16 0.14 0.13 0.12 0.10
'^'^'^'^'!!*'.^^!'^1 ^^'^^'^^^^E"".ryl'^^^'1^^' ^"^'^'^'^'^^'.!'^t'^^t,'i"^^7f'^'^'^'^lkat^^'^'a4'^h'^'^!'1!'^^^'^'^'^^'{'i!^":ii^^i ► };R:►
_,
KANSAS UNIVERSITY FLIGHT RESEARCH LAB
DELTA P PROJECT - PHASE I
RUN NUMBER 4
	
FLAP DEFLECTION ANGLE •	 -5
4 MARCH 1981
	
R. HRABAK P. FINN
PRESSURE COEFFICIENT
TAP * ALPHA-ANGLE OF ATTACK (dsvrees )
NUMBER * -8 -6 -4 -2 0 2 4 6 8
iF iF ^ «* if i^ «iF «« «^E ««^F « ^ iF ^F iFaF iF # ^F iF iF * ^F iF1F^FiF 1F it it 9F iF iE iF ^! ^F ^F iF tiF at « ^F tiF ^F 9t ^F «iF «««* ^F iF ««^F « * k « «««iF ^E s 4 !r
1 -2.13 -1.92 -1.60 -1.48 -1.26 -1.10 -0.92 -0.74 -0.57
2 * -1.45 -1.34 -1.23 -1.17 -1.03 -0.90 -0.78 -0.65 -0.51
3 * -0.88 -0.80 -0.70 -0.61 -0.51 -0.44 -0.36 -0.29 -0.22
4 * -0.85 -0.79 -0.71 -0.64 -0.56 -0.51 -0.45 -0.37 -0.30
5 -0.61 -0.56 -0.50 -0.44 -0.38 -0.34 -0.29 -0.24
6 -0.55 -0.50 -0.45 -0.40 -0.35 -0.32 -0.28 -0.23 -0.18
7 -0.48 -0.45 -0.40 -0.36 -0.32 -0.29 -0.26 -0.22
8 « -0.46 -0.43 -0.39 -0.35 -0.3 - 0.34 -0.27 - 0.23 - 0. 21)
9 -0.41 -0.39 -0.36 -0.33 -0.30 -0.28 -0.26 -0.23 -0.20
10 -0.38 -0.37 -0.34 -0.31 -0.28 -0.27 -0.25 -0.23 -0.20
11 -0.37 -0.35 -0.32 -0.30 -0.28 -0.27 -0.26 -0.24 -0.23
12 -0.33 -0.33 -0.32 -0.30 -0.30 -0.30 -0.29 -0.27 -0.26
13 -0.19 -0.18 -0.17 -0.16 -0.15 -0.1 4 -0.13 -0.11 -0.10
14 -0.51 -0.70 -0.86 -1.02 -1.18 -1.38 -1.53 -1.63
15 -0.37 -0.54 -0.67 -0.75 -0.71 -0.80 -0.90 -1.02 -1.13
16 -0.15 -0.25 -0.34 -0.42 -0.51 -0.60 -0.67 -0.74 -0..13
17 -0.06 -0.14 -0.21 -0.27 -0.?4 -0.40 -0.46 --0.52 -0.60
18 -0.07 -0.14 -0.20 -0.25 -0.32 -0.37 -0.41 -0.46 -0.52
19 -0.03 -0.09 -0.14 -0.19 -0.24 -0.28 -0.32 -0.37 -0.41
20 -0.04 -0.09 -0.14 -0.18 -0.23 -0.26 -0.29 -0.32 -rt. 36
21 -0.00 -0.04 -0.09 -0.12 -0.16 -0.19 -0.22 -0.25 -0.29
22 0.02 -0.02 -0.05 -0.08 -0.12 -0.15 -0.17 -0.19 -0.22
2 3 0.05 0.01 -0.02 -0. 04 -0.08 -0.1 0 -0.12 -0.14 -0.1 7
24 0.09 0.07 0.05 0.03 0.01 -0.01 -0.03 -0.04 -0.07
25 0.13 0.16 0.14 0.11 0.08 0.07 0.05 0.04 0.O1
26. 0.15 0.13 0.11 0.09 0.07 0.06 0.05 0.03 0.01





KANSAS' UNIVERSITY FLIGHT RE S EARCH LAB
DELTA P PROJECT - PHASE I
o av 7
RUN NUMBER 5	 FLAP DEFLECTION ANGLE •	 0
6 MARCH 1981
	
R. HRAFACK, D. LE VY 	 :P,
PRESSURE COEFFICIENT
TAP * ALPHA-ANGLE OF ATTACK Cdtvrtts)
NUMBER * -a -6 -4 -2 0 2 4 6 8 -
^^E^^^^!"^F^S^^f' ^'1^^{"^t^Fi1'^F^F^' ^$F***dlt^! *^^^"*^'IF^'^}'^'^'!{ ^"k*^^f"^^l'^^"^^'1F1^'tit'^ Jk^iF'^(r^'1f'+)F^'!f'k r•^'l^^tiPtif7Fj'`.k'.R
1 +► -2.05 -i. a2 -1.59 -1.42 -1.23 -1.05 -0.87 -0.68 -0.51
2 -1.37 -1.28 -1.1 8 -1. 1 1 -1.00 -0.37 -0.73 -0.59 -0. 4 7
3 -0.80 -0.72 -0.62 -0.55 -0.46 -0.39 -0.34
4 -0.79 -0.73 -0.65 -0.59 -0.53 -0.47 -0.40 -0.32 -0.25
5 -0.55 -0.50 -0.43 -0.39 -0.34 -0.30 -0.24 -0.19 -0.11's
6 { -0. 49 -0.44 -0.39 -0.35 -0.31 -0.27 -0.23 -0.18 - ►:+.1:.
9
7 -0.41 -0.38 -0.34 -0.31 -0.28 -0.25 -0.21 -0.17 -0.1' r
s -0.38 -0.36 -0.32 -0.29 -0.27 -0.24 -0.21 -0. 18 -0.14
9 -0.34 -0.32 -0.28 -0.26 -0. 24 -0.22 -0.19 --0.17 -0.13
10 -0.30 -0.27 -0.25 -0.23 -0.21 -0.19 -0.18 -0.15 -0.12
11 -0.27 -0.25 -0.22 -0.20 -0.20 -0.1 8 -0.17 -0.15
12 -0. 14 -0.13 -0.11 -0.11 -0.10 -0.08 -0.06 -0.04
13 -0.05 -0.04 -0.03 -0.02 -0.01 0.01 0.02 0.04 0. 06
14 -0.61 -0.77 -0.94 -4' .13 -1.27 -1.43 -1.60 -1.71 -1.89
15 t -0.47 -0.61 -0.74 -0.80 -0.76 -0.85 -0.97 -1.10 -1.21
16 -0.23 -0.32 -0.40 -0.48 -0.56 -0.61 -0.73 -0.81 -0.91
17 -0.14 -0.20 -0.27 -0.33 -0	 3.1- -0.46 -0.52 -0. 5 9 -0. rJ e
18 -0.15 -0.21 -0.26 -0.32 -0.37 -0. 4 2 -0.48 -0.53 -0. r. 0
19 -0.11 -0.16 -0.21 -0.25 -0.30 -0.35 -0.39 -0.44 -0. 49
20 -0.12 -0.17 -0.21 -0. 25 -0.23 -0.32 -0r36 -0.40 -0.45
21 -0.09 -0.13 -0.17 -0.20 -0.24 -0.::7 -0.30 -0.34
i:2 x - ►3, i_r,3
-0.12 -0.15 -0.18 -0.21 -0.2 -0.26 -0.29 -0.:3"
23 -0.06 -0.28 -0.12 -0.15 -0.17 -0.20 -0.22 -0.25 -0.2 8
24 -0.06 -0.08 -0.10 -0.12 -0.13 -0.15 -0.10 -0.18
25 -0.01 -0.04 -0.06 -0.09 -0.11 -0. 13 -0. 14 -0.17 -0.1 'ai
26 0.04 0.02 -0.00 -0.02 -0.04 -0.05 -0.06 -0.08 -0.11
♦ e•xtrt ► r+► •• tt!•,r: ^t4r^tn•tttarxiEye* ^e^ett•• xt+^*^+c:► ^s^e^^xtr^e'rye^e^irit^ar^e;^iF^i^•^;is^► t
26
TAP ALPHA-ANGLE OF ATTACK (dtgrt*s)
NUMBER -3 -6 -4 -2 0 2 4 6 $
^FdFii^^F 4^trF^l^+^F^r^hiF# ^tiF9F^FdF^t4FiF^i^F^^FtiPa1^FsF1F9F^F# dFiF^^F^FiF9fiF^iFaF^FiF+tiis^iyaiEx^e^^iF^iFi► i#^sF4dl^ilFiideA^^<
i -1.95 -1.?5 -1.55 -1.36 -1.13 -0.99 -0.31 -0.61 -0.44
2 -1.31 -1.22 -1.15 -1.08 -0.97 -0.81 -0.68 -0.52 -0.41
3 -0.74 -0.63 -0.59 -0.51 -0.43 -0.34 -0.26 -0.18 -0.1a
4 -0.73 -0.68 -0.61 -0.55 -0. 49 -0.42" - 0 .35 -0. 27 - 0 . 20
5 -0.49 -0.45 -0.33 -0.35 -0.31 -0.25 -0.20 -0.13
e. +^ -0.43 -0.39 -0.35 -0.31 -0.27 -4.23 -0.18 -0.13 -0.0"
r -0.36 -0.3 ^s -0.29 -0.26 -0.03 -0.19 -0.15 -0.11 -0.0$ -0.33 -0.30 -0.26 -0.24 -0.21 -0.19 -0.15 -0.11 -0. 08
9 -0.27 -0.25 -0.22 -0.20 -0.18 -0.14 -0.12 -0.09 -0.06
10 -0.22 -0.20 -0.17 -0.16 -0.14 -0.12 -0.10 -0.07 -0.05
11 -0.18 -0.16 -0.14 -0.13 -0.12 -0.11 -0.03 -0.07 -0.05
12 0.09 0.11 0.13 0.14 0.15 0.16 0.18 0.19 0.2 0
13 0.10 0.11 0.12 0.13 0.14 0. 1e. 0.17 0 .18 0. 1'a
14 * -0.68 -0.83 -0.99 -1.15 -1.32 -1.51 -1.61 -1.80 -2. ►:a:
15 -0.53 -0.67 -0.80 -0.89 -0.82 -0.90 -1.03 -1.17 -1.32
16 * -0.23 -0.36 -0.44 -0."3' -0.61 -0.70 -0.79 -0.89 -1.00
17 * -0.18 -0.25 -0.31 -0.44 -0.51 -0.58 -0.67 -0.76
18 -0.22 -3.26 -0.32 -0.37 -0.43 -0.48 -0.54 -0.61 -0.69
19 -0.17 -0.22 -0.26 -0.31 -0.36 -0.44 -0.46 -0.52
20 -0.20 -0.24 -0.28 -0.32 -0.36 -0.40 -0.44 -0.49 -0.55
2 1 -0.17 -0. 20 -0.24 -0.28 -0-31 -0.35 -0. 39 -0.43 -0. 4:3
22 -0.17 -0.20 -0. 23 -0,26 -0. 2 9 -0.32 -0.36 -0.40 -0. 44
23 -0.1( -0.19 -0.22 -0.24 -0.27 -0.30 -0.32 -0.37 -0.40
24 * -0.20 -0.22 -0.23 -0.26 -0.27 -0.29 -0.31 -0. 34
25 -0.25 -0.28 -0.29 -0.31 -0.32 -0.34 -0.36 -0.38 -0.40
26 -0.09 -0.10 -0.12 -0.14 -0.15 -0.1 6 -0.1 8 -0.21 -0.23
^{#^'7!'^lt7f 'S^1t 'l; 1lt^'.!R ?^f ^'1f'^'^"J^'^F^!"^^t11' ^^l'^^ 'i7!'rtiiYa}; ;i,•:► }^^p^ •}F ii,•Y^^t•;i•^t}} {^ ► ^•Y^;i,^•:i:(.¢
KANSAS UNIVERSITY FLIGHT RESEARCH LAB
DELTA P PROJECT - PHASE I
RUN NUMBER 6	 FLAP DEFLECTION ANGLE
4 MARCH 1981	 R. HRASAK9 D. LEVY




KANSAS UNIVERSITY FLIGHT RESEARCH LAB
DELTA P PROJECT - PHASE I	 IV
RUN NUMBER 7	 FLAP DEFLECTION ANGLE 	 10
4 MARCH 1981	 R. HR89RK9 D. LEVY
PRESSURE k:OEFFICIENT
9U ^E ^F ^E iF k 9F « ^F i4 «^F «9E « 4 «^F ^F aF iE 3E 3F ^E iE ?4 iF ^F # 94 dF9F ^F ^F sF^F aF ^ dF ^4 dE yE ^i ^F ^Pr ^t 96 aF ^r ^F yF dE ««x 4 dE ^F s^F iE dF dE yF ^r aF « « i^ dF ar f «?E «« .
TAP ALPHA-ANGLE OF ATTACK (degrees)
NUMBER -8 -6 -4 -2 0 2 4 6 8
1 -1.87 -1.66 -1.49 -1.31 -1.12 -0.92 -0.74 -0.55
2 -1.21 -1.15 -1.09 -1.03 -0.91 -0.75 -0.62 -0.48 -0.36
3 { -0.68 -0.62 -0.54 -0.46 -0.38 -0.29 -0.22 -0.14 -0.09.
4 -0.67 -0.62 -0.56 -0.50 -0.44 -0.36 -0.30 -0.22 -0.15
5 -0.44 -0.39 -0.35 -0.30 -0.26 -0.20 -0.15 -0.09 -0.03
6 -0.38 -0.33 -0.30 -0.26 -0.22 -0.17 -0613 -0.08 -0.04
7 { -0.29 -0.27 -0.23 -0.21 -0.17 -0.13 -0.10 -0.05 -0.01
8 -0.26 -0.23 -0.20 -0.18 -0.15 -0.12 -0.09 -0.05 -0.02
9 -0.20 -0.17 -0.15 -0.13 -0.11 -0.08 -0.05 -0.02 0.01
10 -0.a4 -0.11 -0.10 -0.08 -0.06 -0.04 -0.02 0.01 0.01:
11 t -0.09 -0.06 -0.05 -0.04 -0.03 -0.00 0.01 0.04 0.05
12 « 0.26 0.29 0.31 0.32 0.34 0.38 0.36 0.38 0.40
13 0.21 0. 23 0.24 0.25 0.26 0.26 0.31 0.28 0.29
y
14 -0.73 -0.89 -1.06 -1.22 -1.40 -1.58 -1.41 -1.92 -2.19
^
15 -0.59 -0.72 -0.87 -0.95 -0.89 -0.96 -1.11 -1.26 -1.44
16 -0.33 -0.41 -0.49 -0.58 -0.67 -0.76 -0.86 -0.97 -1.11
17 * -0.23 -0.30 -0.36 -0.43 -0.50 -0.57 -0.65 -0.74 -0.85
18 -0.26 -0.31 -0.38 -0.46 -0.49 -0.55 -0.62 -0.69 -0.78
19 * -0.23 -0.27 -0.33 -0.37 -0.43 -0.48 -0.54 -0.60 -0.68
20 -0.26 -0.30 -0.34 - 0. 3 8 -0.43 -0.47 -0.52 -0.57 -0. 6.3
d
21 -0.24 -0.28 -0.32 -0.35 -0.39 -0.43 -0.4:: -0.52 -0.58
22 { -0.26 -0.28 -0.32 -0.35 -0.38 -0.41 -0.46 -0.50 -0.54
23 -0.26 -0.29 -0.32 -0.35 -0.37 -0.40 -0.44 -0.47 -0.51
24 •0.35 -0.37 -0.39 -0.41 -0.43 -0.45 -0.47 -0.49 -0.51
25' * -0.46 -0.47 -0.49 -0.49 -0.50 -0.51 -0.53 -0.54 -0.55
26 -0.22 -0.23 -0.24 -0.26 -0.27 -0.29 -0.31 -0.33 -0.35
x
28	 WilG1NAL PAGL IS
OF POOR QUALITY
KANSAS UNIVERSITY FLIGHT RESEARCH LAS
DELTA P PROJECT - PHASE I
RUN NUMBER 8	 FLAP DEFLECTION ANGLE s	 15
6 MARCH 1981	 R. HRABAK9 P. FINN
PRESSURE COEFFICIENT
TAP ALPHA-ANGLE OF ATTACK (degrees)
NUMBER -8 -6 -4 -2 0 2 4 6 8
1 i -1.84 -1.61 -1.43 -1.25 -1.07 -0.87 -0.69 -0.48 -0.33
2 -1.20 -1.09 -1.04 -0.97 -0.86 -0.69 -0.57 -0.41 -0.31
3 i -0.66 -0.57 -0.50 -0.43 -0.35 -0.25 -0.18 -0.10 -0.06
4 i -0.64 -0.57 -0.51 -0.45 -0.39 -0.32 -0.26 -0.17 -0.11
5 i -0.40 -0.35 -0.31 -0.26 -0.21 -0.16 -0.11 -0.04 0.00
6 -0.29 -0-21 -0.18 -0.14 -0.09 -0.04 0.00
7 i -0.25 -0.21 -0.18 -0.15 -0.12 -0.08 -0.05 -0.00 0.03
8 i -0.20 -0.17 -0.15 -0.12 -0.10 -0.07 -0.04 0.00 0.02
9 -0.13 -0.10 -0.09 -0.06 -0.04 -0.02 0.01 0.04 0.06
10 -0.07 -0.04 -0.03 -0.01 0.01 0.03 0.04 0.07 0.09
11 -0.00 0.02 0.03 0.05 0.06 0.08 0.09 0.11 0.12
12 0.38 0.41 0.43 0.45 0.47 0.49 0.50 0.50 0.52
13 i 0.31 0.32 0.33 0.34 0.35 0.35 0.36 0.36 0.36
14 -0.80 -0.93 -1.10 -1.26 -1.45 -1.65 -1.82 -1.95 -2.20
15 -0.64 -0.77 -0.90 -0.98 -0.93 -1.02 -1.18 -1.29 -1.46
16 -0.38 -0.45 -0.53 -0.61 -0.71 -0.81 -0.92 -1.01 -1.14
17 -0.27 -0.33 -0.40 -0.46 -0.54 -0.62 -0.71 -0.78 -0.88
IS -0.31 -0.36 -0.41 -0.47 -0.53 -0.60 -0.68 -0.74 -0.82
19 -0.28 -0.32 -0.37 -0.42 -0.47 -0.53 -0.59 -0.65 -0.72
20 i -0.31 -0.34 -0.39 -0.43 -0.47 -0.52 -0.58 -0.62 -0.69
21 i -0.31 -0.33 -0.37 -0.40 -0.45 -0.4'4 -0.54 -0.58 -0.63
22 i -0.33 -0.35 -0.38 -0.41 -0 45 -0.48 -0.52 -0.55 -0.60
23 -0.35 -0.37 -0.39 -0.41 -0:45 -0.48 -0.51 -0.54 -0.57
24 -0.49 -0.49 -0.50 -0.51 -0.53 -0.54 -0.56 -0.56 -0.58
25. i -0.62 -0.61 -0.61 -0.61 -0.62 -0.62 -0.63 -0.62 -0.62
26 -0.34 -0.34 -0.36 -0.36 -0.38 -0.39 -0.42 -0.43 -0.46
29
aKANSAS UNIVERSITY FLIGHT RESEARCH LAB
DELTA P PROJECT - PHASE I
RUN NUMBER 9
	
FLAP DEFLECTION ANGLE = 20
6 MARCH 1981
	
R. HRASAK9 P. FINN
PRESSURE COEFFICIENT
9F ^ dF ^E ^F ^E ^ 9E Mfr 9E 9F 9F iF ^E ^ iE iE ^E dF ^& ^E aF ^E # dt ^ ^3Pr 9F is 9F iF 9E ^ ^E aG t'k 9Pr 9F ^F ^F aE ^'r ^F ^6 qtr jE ^I'r 9E ^E ye ?E Mfr ^E ^3E ?b ?E iF iE 3F ^ ^ Mfr 4F ^E ib dF ?E it dF ^E ^ ^ dF ^ ib
TAP ALPHA-ANGLE OF ATTACK (deertts) .
NUMBER -8 -6 -4 -2 0 2 4 6 8
1 -1.70 -1.53 -1.38 -1.20 -1.01 -0.80 -0.62 -0.44 -0.28
2 * -1.06 -1.03 -0.99 -0.94 -0.80 -0.64 -0.49 -0.37 -0.26
3 * -0.58 -0.54 -0.47 -0.39 -0.30 -0.21 -0.13 -0.07 -0.03
4 -0.56 -0.52 -0.47 -0.41 -0.34 -0.27 -0.24 -0.13 -0.07.
5 * -0.34 -0.31 -0.27 -0.22 -0.17 -0.11 -0.06 -0.00 0.04
6 * -0.28 -0.24 -0.21 -0.17 -0.13 -0.09 -0.04 0.00 0.04
7 -0.19 -0.17 -0.13 -0.10 -0.07 -0.03 0.01 0.02 0.08
8 -0.14 -0.12 -0.09 -0.07 -0.04 -0.01 0.02 0.05 0.08
9 -0.07 -0.04 -0.02 -0.00 0.03 0.04 0.07 0.10 0.12
10 0.01 0.02 0.05 0.06 0.08 0.10 0.12 0.14 0.16
11 0.07 0.09 0.11 0.13 0.15 0.16 0.17 0.19 0.20
12 0.39 0.47 0.52 0.55 0.57 0.59 0.61 0.63 0.64
13 * 0.36 0.40 0.42 0.43 0.44 0.44 0.45 0.45 0.45
14 -0.81 -0.96 -1.12 -1.30 -1.50 -1.70 -1.84 -2.05 -2.24
15 -0.65 -0.80 -0.94 -1.03 -0.97 -1.06 -1.22 -1.36 -1.49
16 -0.39 -0.47 -0.55 -0.65 -0.74 -0.85 -0.96 -1.07 -1.17
17 -0.30 -0.36 -0.43 -0.50 -0.57 -0.66 -0.75 -0.84 -0.91
18 -0.33 -0.39 -0.44 -0.51 -0.57 -0.64 -0.71 -0.78 -0.85
19 * -0.30 -0.35 -0.40 -0.45 -0.51 -0.57 -0.63 -0.69 -0.75
20 -0.34 -0.38 -0.42 -0.46 -0.51 -0.56 -0.62 -0.67 -0.71
21 -0.34 -0.37 -0.40 -0.44 -0.48 -0.53 -0.58 -0.62 -0.66
22 -0.36 -0.39 -0.41 -0.45 -0.48 -0.52 -0.56 -0.60 -0.63
23 -0.39 -0.41 -0.42 -0.45 -0.48 -0.51 -0.54 -0.57 -0.57
24 -0.53 -0.53 -0.54 -0.55 -0.55 -0.57 -0.57 -0.58 -0.59
25 , * -0.71 -0.69 -0.68 -0.68 -0.67 -0.66 -0.65 -0.65 -0.64
26 -0.48 -0.49 -0.49 -0.51 -0.52 -0.54 -0.55 -0.57 -0.58




DELTA C SUB P OUTPUTTING PROGRAM 	 fills 11+19 " ►
11 dim L$ES079PSC3IpYS13031for S n ? to 75;"*"+LSCSI;ntxt Sifxd 1
21 dim X 13991942C 131,R9D
31 fmt 2 ► "	 RUN NUMBER"90`2.0931. • ► "FLAP DEFLECTION ANGLE • " ► f4.0
4: fmt 3929f5.2 ► 2x
51 fmt 49-P4;;9f6.?92 ;i9 "*",2xi( pit 595x ► "FILE NUMBER "+f2.0
6: '. -8
	 -6	 -4	 -2	 0	 2	 4	 6	 8"+Ys
Ts "PCL":otit "FILE NUMBER''"9Fiif F)19 or F;11 ► gto +0
8: trk l;fdf F:Idt F9 DC*19ZC*I ► R9D
9: "STR ":tart 6 ► "	 -----------------";for S =1 to 51wrt 61ntxt S
10: wrt 6 ► "	 KANSAS UNIVERSITY FLIGHT PESEARCH LAB";tart 6
11: wrt 6 ► "	 DELTA P FROJECT - PHASE I"





	 CHANGE IN PRESSURE COEFFICIENT"
151 wrt 69"	 INTERPOLATED"
16: wrt 6;wrt 69"	 "9Ls
17c wrt 69"	 TAP	 +	 ALPHA-ANGLE OF ATTACK (dtir4es)"
IS: wrt 69"	 x%c
	 + "9Ys
191 wrt 69"	 " ► LS:wrt 69"
	
+► "i1+B
201 for I s l to 13;wrt 6.492CI31for J u l to 9
211 wrt 6.3 ► DCI9J7;ntxt J;wrt 61wrt 69"	 +"
221 if 8 n510+8;wrt 6 ► "	 •"
231 8+1+6intxt I
241 wrt 69"	 +";wn 6."	 '•Ltlwr% 6;9.rrt 6;for So l to 11





5. PRESSURE COEFFICIENTS (INTERPOLATED)
This chapter contains the pressure coefficients interpolated
so that the upper.and lower chordwise locations are identical.
PRECEDING PAGE ELANK NOT FILMED
33
ti	 KANSAS UNIVERSITY FLIGHT RESEARCH LAS
DELTA P PROJECT -- PHASE I
RUN NUMBER I	 FLAP DEFLECTION ANGLE	 -20




TUBE * ALPHA-ANGLE OF ATTACK (de -gre.-i-s)
NUMBER * -8 -6 -4 -2 0 2 4 6 8
2 -1.97 -1.81 -1.63 -1.50 -1.31 -1.11 -0.93 -0.80 -0.605.
3 -1.23 -1.19 -1.07 -0.98 -0.85 -0.71 -0.59 -0.63 -0.42
4 -1.04 -0.96 -0.86 -0.77 -0.67 -0.58 -0.49 -0.50 -0.36
5 -0.87 -0.81 -0.73 -0.66 -0.58 -0.51 -0.44 -0.38 -0.32
6 -0.73 -0.68 -0.61 -0.55 -0.48 -0.43 -0.37 -0.33 -0.27
7 -0.66 -0.62 -0.56 -0.51 -0.45 -0.41 -0.35 -0.32 -0.28
8 -0.62 -0.59 -0.54 -0.50 -0.45 -0.41 -0.37 -0.34 -0.30
9 x -0.59 -0.56 -0.52. -0.49 -0.44 -0.41 -0.37 -0.35 -0.31
10 x -0.55 -0.53 -0.49 -0.47 -0.43 -0.40 -0.36 -0.35 -0.32
11 -0.53 -0.51 -0.48 -0.47 -0.44 -0.41 -0.38 -0.37 -0.35
12 -0.51 -0.50 -0.48 -0.49 -0.47 -0.46 -0.45 -0.45 -0.42
13 -0.50 -0.50 -0.49 -0.49 -0.50 -0.50 -0.49 -0.51 -0.47
14 -0.49 -0.49 -0.47 -0.47 -0.50 -0.50 -0.47 -0.48 -0.45
15 -0.29 -0.46 -0.62 -0.78 -0.95 -1.12 -1.29 -1.45 -1.46
16 -0.17 -0.32 -0.46 -0.57 -0.59 -0.60 -0.70 -0.84 -0.88
17 0.02 -0.07 -0.15 -0.24 --0.32 -0.41 -0.49 -0.58 -0.61
Is 0.11 0.04 -0.03 .-0.10 -0.16 -0.23 -0.29 -0.37 -0.42
19 0.11 0.05 -0.01 -0.07 -0.12 -0.18 -0.24 -0.30 -0.:'.,7
21 0 0.15 0.11 0.05 -0.00 -0.04 -0.09 -0.14 -0.20 -0.27
21 0.16 0.12 0.07 0.02 -0.01 0.02 -0.09 -0.13 -0.22
22 0.21 0.18 0.14 0.10 0.07 0.03 -0.01 -0.04 -0.15
23 0.26 0.23 0.20 0.16 0.13 0.11 0.07 0.04 -0.08
24 0.32 0.29 0.26 0.23 0.21 0.18 0.15 0.12 -0.01
25 0.46 0.44 0.41 0.38 0.36 0.33 0.29 0.25 0.10
26 0.55 0.53 0.51 0.47 0.45 0.42 0.38 0.34 0.19
27 0.39 0.38 0. 1- 6 0.33 0.33 0.31 0.28 0.26 0.19
34
KANSAS UNIVERSITY FLIGHT RESEARCH LAS
DELTA P PROJECT - PHASE I
RUN NUMBER 2	 FLAP DEFLECTION ANGLE
3 MARCH 1981	 R. HRABAK9 D. LE4
Fn 	 ^ ..
PRESSURE COEFFICIENT
-INTERPOLATED-
TUBE * ALPHA-ANGLE OF ATTACK (degrees.)
NUMBER * -8 -6 -4 -2 0 2 4 6 8
-1.88 -1.71 -1.55 -1.40 -1.25 -1.08 -0.91 -0.77 -0.61
-1-22 -1-12 -1.02 -0-91 -0-81 -0.69 -0-58 -0.49 -0.:.3 '?
4 -1.44 -0.91 -0.82 -0.72 -0.64 -0.56 -0.47 -0.41 -0.,34
5 -1.08 -0.76 -0.69 -0.05 1 -0.54 -0.48 -0.42 -0.36 -0.3C)
-0.68 -0.64 -0.58 -0.51 -0.46 -0.41 -0.35 -0.31 -0.26
7 -0.62 -0.58 -0.53 -0.47 -0.43 -0.38 -0.34 -0.31 -0.2"
8 -0.58 -0.56 -0.51 -0.46 -0.42 -0.39 -0.35 -0.2..
9 -0.55 -0.53 -0.49 -0.45 -0.41 -0.38 -0.35 -0.33 -0.31
10 -0.51 -0.50 -0.47 -0.43 -0.40 -0.38 -0.36 -0.34
It -0.49 -0.48 -0.46 -0.42 -0.40 -0.38 -0.37 -0.36 -0.35
12 e -0.47 -0.46 -0.46 -0.45 -0.44 -0.44 -0.44 -0.44 -0.44
13 -0.45 -0.45 -0.46 -0.47 -0.47 -0.47 -0.48 -0.49 -0.49
14 -0.42 -0.42 -0.41 -0.42 -0.42 -0.43 -0.42 -0.42 -0.41
15 -0.36 -0.56 -0.70 -0.86 -1.04 -1.20 -1.53 -1.47 -1.59
16 -0.24 -0.38 -0.53 -0.63 -0.63 -0.82 -0.76 -0.88 -0.97
17 -0.04 -0.12 -0.21 -0.30 -0.38 -0.64 -0.54 -0.62 -0.68
IS 0.05 -0.02 -0.09 -0.15 -0.22 -0.28 -0.34 -0.38 -0.46
19 0.05 -0.01 -0.07 -0.13 -0.19 -0 . 24 -0.28 -0.34 -0. 3 8
20 0.10 0.01 -0-01 -0-05 -0-11 -0-15 -0.19 -0.24 -0.27
21 0.10 0.05 0.01 -0-03 -0-08 -0.14 -0.18 -0.21
22 0.15 0.11 0.07 0.04 -0.00 -0.03 -0.07 -0.10 -0.12
23 e 0.19 0.15 0.12 0.09 0.06 0.03 0.00 -0.02 -0.05
24 , 0.23 0.21 0.18 0.15 0.12 0.10 0.08 0.05 0.03
25 0.36 0.33 0.31 0.29 0.26 0.24 -0.48 0.19 0.16
26 0.45 0.43 0.41 0.38 0.36 0.34 0.31 0.28 0.25
27 0.32 0.31 0.29 0.27 0.26 0.24 0.22 0.21 0.19
35
OF PooI? QUAI,17'Y
KANSAS UNIVERSITY FLIGHT RESEARCH LAS
DELTA P PRO. 'ECT - PHASE I
RUN NUMBER 3	 FLAP DEFLECTION ANGLE	 -10




TUBE	 *	 ALPHA-ANGLE OF ATTACK (deiree,$)
NUMBER *	 -8	 -6	 -4	 -2	 0	 2	 4	 6	 8
	
2	 -1.81 -1.64 -1.48 -1.34 -1.20 -1.03	 -0.72 -0.58
	
3	 -1.17 -1.07 -0.95 -0.86 -0.77 -0.65 -0.55 -0.45 -0.37
	
4	 -0.94 -0.86 -0.76 -0.67 -0.60 -0.52 -0.45 -0.38 -0.3i
	5	 -0.78 -0.71 -0.64 -0.57 -0.51 -0.44 -0.39 -0.33 -0.2'	 j
	
6	 -0.65 -0.59 -0.53 -0.47 -0.43 -0.37 -0.33 -0.28 -0.23
	
7	 -0.58 -0.54 -0.48 -0.43 -0.39 -0.35 -0.31 -0.28 -0.23
	
8	 -0.55 -0.51 -0.46 -0.42 -0.39 -0.35 -0.32 -0.29 -0. 25
	9	 -0.51 -0.48 -0.44 -0.40 -0.38 -0.34 -0.32 -0.29 -0.27
	
10	 -0.48 -0.45 -0.42 -0.38 -0.36 -0.33 -0.31 -0.30 -0.27
	
11	 -0.45 -0.43 -0.40 -0.38 -0.36 -0.34 -0.32 -0.31 -0.30
	
12	 -0.43 -0.42 -0.41 -0.40 -0.39 -0.39 -0.38 -0.38 -0.3 8
	
13	 -0.40 -0.40 -0.40 -0.40 -0.40 -0.40 -0.40 -0.41 -0.41
	
14	 -0.30 -0.29 -0.28 -0.27 -0.27 -0.26 -0.25 -0.25 -0.23
	
15	 -0.4-5 -0.61 -0.78 -0.98 -1.12 -1.28 -1.44 -1.55 -1.68
	
16	 -0.31 -0.46 -0.61 -0.71 -0.68 -0.72 -0.83 -0.95 -1.04
	17	 -0.09 -0.18 -0.27 -0.36 -0.44 -0-52 -0-60 -0.68 -0.40
	 8	 -0.01 -0.08 -0.15 -0.21 -0.28 -0.34 -0.40 -0.46 -0.52
	
19	 -0.01 -0.07 -0.14 -0.19 -0.25 -0.30 -0.35 -0.40 -0.45
	20	 0.03 -0.02 -0.07	 -0.17 -0.22 -0.25 -0.30 -0.34
	
21	 0.03 -0.01 -0.06	 -0.15 -0.18 -0.22 -0.25 -0 .28
	
22	 0.08	 0.04 -0.01 -0.04 -0.08 -0.11 -0.14 -0.17 -0. 20
	23	 0.11	 0.07	 0.03 -0.00 -0.03 -0.05 -0.08 -0.11 -0.13
	
24,	 0.15	 0.12	 0.08	 0.06	 0.03	 0.01 -0.01 -0.04 -0.06
	25	 0.23	 0.21	 0.19	 0.17	 0.15	 0.13	 0.11	 0.08	 0.06
	
,,
	26	 0.33	 0.31	 0.28	 0.26	 0.24	 0.22	 0.20	 0.17	 0.14






KANSAS UNIVERSITY FLIGHT RESEARCH LAS
DELTA P PROJECT - PHASE I
RUN NUMBER 4	 FLAP DEFLECTION ANGLE 0 	 -5
4 MARCH 1981	 R. HRABAK P. FINN
PRESSURE COEFFICIENT
-INTERPOLATED-
TUBE * ALPHA-ANGLE OF ATTACK (de ,;reez)
NUMBER * -8 -6 -4 -2 0 2 4 6 8
2 -1.70 -1.55 -1.39 -1-28 -1-11 -0.97 -0.83 -0.68
3 4 -1.09 -1.00 -0.89 -0.82 -0.70 -0.60 -0.51 -0.42 -0.3a"
4 -0.86 -0.80 -0.70 -0.63 -0.55 -0.48 -0.41 -0.34 '
5 -0.70 -0.65 -0.58 -0.52 -0.45 -0.40 -0.35 -0.29 -0.2 3
6 -0.57 -0.52 -0.47 -6.42 -0-36 -0-33 -0.2e -0.23 -0-18
7 -0.50 -0.47 -0.42 -0.38 -0.33 -0.30 -0.27 -0.22 -0.18
8 -0.47 -0.44 -0.39 -0.36 -0.32 -0.30 -0.27 -0.23 -0.19
9 -0.43 -0.40 -0.37 -0.34 -0.31 -0.29 -0.26 -0.23 -0.20
10 -0.40 -0.37 -0.34 -0.31 -0.29 -0.27 -0.25 -0.23 - 0 .20
11 -0.38 -0.36 -0.33 -0.30 -0.28 -0.27 -0.26 -0.23 -0.22
12 -0.35 -0.34 -0.32 -0.30 -0-29 -0.29 -0-28 -0.26 -0-25
13 -0.31 -0.31 -0.30 -0.28 -0.28 -0.28 -0.27 -0.25 -0.24
14 -0.19 -0.18 -0.17 -0.16 -0.15 -0.14 -0.13 -0.11 -0.10
15 -0.51 -0.70 -0.86 -1.02 -1-18 -1-38 -1.53 -1-63 -1-80
16 -0.37 -0.54 -0.67 -0.75 -0.71 -0.80 -0.90 -1.02 -1.13
17 -0.15 -0.25 -0.34 -0.42 -0.51 -0.60 -0.67 -0.74 -0.83
18 -0.06 -0.14 -0.21 -0.27 -0.34 -0.40 -0.46 -0.52 -0.60
19 -0.07 -0.14 -0.20 -0.62 5 -0.32 -0.37 -0.41 -0.46 -0.52
20 -0.03 -0.09 -0.14 -0.19 -0.24 -0.28 -0.32 -0.37 -0.41
21 -0.04 -0.09 -0.14 -0.18 -0.23 -0-26 -0-29 -0.32 -0-36
22 -0.00 -0.04 -0.09 -0.12 -0.16 -0-19 -0-22 -0.25 -0-29
23, 0.02 -0.02 -0.05 -0-08 -0.12 -0.15 -0.17 -0.19 -0.22
24 0.05 0.01 -0.02 -0.04 -0.08 -0-10 -0-12 -0.14 -0.17
25 0.09 0.07 0.05 0.03 0.01 -0. q 1 -0.03 -0.04 -0.07
26 0.18 0.16 0.14 0.11 0.08 0.07 0.05 0.04 0.01
27 0.15 0.13 0.11 0.09 0.07 0.06 0.05 0.03 0.01
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KANSAS UNIVERSITY FLIGHT RESEARCH LAB
DELTA P PROJECT - PHASE I
RUN NUMBER 5	 FLAP DEFLECTION ANGLE




TUBE	 *	 ALPHA-ANGLE OF ATTACK (dtvries)
	
NUMBER *	 -8	 -6	 -4	 -2	 0	 2	 4	 6	 8
	
2	 -1.61 -1.47 -1.33 -1.22 -1.08 -0.94 -0.78 
-0.63 -0.49
-0.83 -0.75 -0.66 -0.56 -0.46 -0.36 -0.-t-8
	4	
-0.79 -0.73 -0.64 
-0.57 -0.50 -0.44 -0.36 -0.29 -0.22
	
5	 -0.64 -0.58 -0.51 -0.46 -0.41 
-0-36 -0.30 -0.24 -0.18
	
6	 -0.51 -0.46 -0.41 -0.37 -0.32 -0.28 -0.23 -0.18 -0.13
	
7	
-0.44 -0.40 -0.36 -0.33 -0.29 -0.26 
-0.22 -0.17 -0.13
	
8	 -0-39 -0.37 -0.32 -0.30 -0.27 -0.24 -0.21 -0.17 -0.14
	
9	 -0-36 -0.33 -0.29 -0.27 -0.25 -0-23 -0.20 -0.17 -0.14
	
10	 -0.32 -0.29 -0.26 -0.24 -0.22 -0.20 -0.18 -0.16 -0.13
	
11	 -0-28 -0-26 -0.23 -0.21 -0.20 -0.19 -0.17 -0.15 -0.1:3
	
12	 -0-19 -0.18 -0.16 -0.15 -0.14 -0,12 -0.11 -0.09 -0.06
	
13	 -0-12 -0.12 -0.10 -0.10 -0.08 -C,17 -0.05 -0.03	 0.00
	
14	
-0.05 -0.04 -0.03 -0.02 -0.01	 E ! 1 1	 0.02	 0.04	 0.06
	15	 -0.61 
-0.77 -0.94 -1.10 -1.27 -i,I3 
-1-60 -1.71 -1.89
	
16	 -0.47 -0.61 -0.74 -0.80 -0.76 -0.85 -0.97 -1.10 -1.21
	
17	
-0.23 -0.32 -0.40 -0.48 -0.56 
-0.61 -0.73 -0.81 -0.91
	
IS	 -0.14 -0.20 -0.27 -0.33 -0.39 -0.46 
-0-52 -0.59 -0.67
	19	 -0-15 -0.21 -0.26 -0.32 -0.37 -0.42 -0.48 -0.53 -0.60
	
20	 -0-11 -0-16 -0-21 -0-25 -0-30 -0.35 -0-39 -0.44 -0.49
21 x -0 .12 -0-17 -0-21 -0.25 -0.29 -0-32 -0-36 -0.40 -0.45
	
22	 -0-09 -0.13 -0.17 -0.20 -0.24 -0.27 -0.30 -0.34 -0.38
	
23	
-0-08 -0.12 -0.15 -0.18 -0.21 -0.23 -0.26 -0.29 -0.33
	
24'	 -0.06 
-0.28 -0.12 -0.15 -0.17 -0.20 -0.22 -0.25 -0.28
	
25	
-0-06 -0.08 -0.10 -0.12 -0.13 -0.15 -0.16 -0.18 -0121
	
26	 -0-01 -0.04 -0.06 -0.09 -0.11 -0.13 -0.14 -0.17 -0.19
	
27	 0.03	 0.01 -0.01 -0.03 -0.05 -0.06 -0.08 -0.09 -0.12
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KANSAS UNIVERSITY FLIGHT RESEARCH LAB
DELTA P PROJECT - PHASE I
RUN NUMBER 6
	 FLAP DEFLECTION ANGLE n 	 5
4 MARCH 1981




	TUBE	 *	 ALPHA-ANGLE OF ATTACK fdevrees)
	
NUMBER *	 -8	 -6	 -4	 -2	 0	 2	 4	 6	 8
^F
	2	 -1.54 -1.41
	 -1.39 -1.18 -1.05 -0.87 -0.''3 -0.55 -0.42
	
3	 -0.95 -0.88 -0.79 -0.72 -0.63 -0.51 -0.42 -0.30
4 * -0.73 -0.68 -0.60 -0.53 -0.47 -0.3 1? -0.32 -0.2:3 -0.17
	
5	 -0.58 -0.53 -0.47 -0.42 -0.37 -0.31 -0.35 -0.118
	
6	 -0.46 -0.41 -0.36 -0.32 -0.2$ -0.24 -0.19 -0.13 -0.0S
7 e -0.39 -0.35 -0.31 -0.28 -43.25 -0.31 -0.16 -0.11 -0.07
	
8	 -0.34 -0.31 -0.28 -0.25 -0.2 	
-0.19 -0.15 -0.11 -0.08
	
9	 -0.29 -0.27 -0.24 -0.22 -0.19 -0.17 -0.13 -0.10 -0.07.
	
10	
-0.24 -0.22 -0.19 -0.17 -0.15 -0.13 -0.11 -0.08 -0.05
	
11	
-0.20 -0.18 -0.15 -0.14 -0.13 -0.11 -0.09 -0.07 -0.0
	
12	 -0.03 -0.01
	 0.01	 0.02	 t3.04	 0.05	 0.07	 0.08	 0.10
	
13	 0.09	 0.11	 0.13	 0.14	 0.15
	 0.1E	 0.18	 0.19	 0.20
	
14	 a	 0.10	 0.11	 0.12
	
0.13	 0.14	 0.16	 0.17	 0.18	 0.19
	
15	 -0.88 -0.83 -0.99 -1.15 -1.32 -1.51 -1.68 -1.80 -2.02
	
16	 -0.53 -0.67 -0.80 -0.89 -43.32 -0.90 -1.03 -1.17 -1.32
	
17	
-0.28 -0.36 -0.44 -0.53 -0.61 -0.70 -0.79 -0.89 -1.00
	
18	 -0.18 -0.25 -0.31 -0.38 -0. 44 
-0.51 -0.58 -0.67 -0.76
	
19	 -0.22 -0.2-6 -0.32 -0.37 -0.43 -0.48 -0.54 -0.61 -O.69
	
20	
-0.17 -0.22 -0.26 -0.31 -0.36 -0.44 -0.46 -0.52 -0.59
	
21	 -0.20 -0.24 -0.28 -0.32 -0.36 -0.40 -0.44 -0.49 -0.55
	
22	 -0.17 -0.20 -0.24 -0.28 -0.31 -0.35 -0.33 -0.43 -0.48
	
23	
-0.17 -0.20 -0.33 -0.26 -0.29 -0.32 -0.36 -0.40 -0.44
	
24'	 -0.17 -4.x.1'9 -0.22 -0.24 -0.27 -0.30 -0.32 -0.37 -0.40
	
25	 -41.20 -0.23 -0.23 -0.26 -0.27 -0.29 -0.31 -0.34 -0.37
	
26	
-0.25 -0.28 -0.29 -0.31 -0.32 -0.34 -0.36 -1.38 -0.40
	
27	
-0.11 -0.13 -0.14 -0.16 -0.17 -0.19 -0.21 -0.23 -0.25
^Fy6?Ee^^r^^^^.y:*^.ii:..^,?F^}?F?F^^^?FaF^1L^^?E?E^^?E 3E^s^^^E^^^eestti}.^±:r:ie^ :► i:.i:
.^t^tti^.?^et+;iF
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KANSAS UNIVERSITY FLIGHT RESEARCH LAS
DELTA P PROJECT - PHASE I
RUN NUMBER 8	 FLAP DEFLECTION ANGLE n 	 15
6 MARCH 1981	 R. HRABAKP P. FINN
PRESSURE COEFFICIENT
-INTERPOLATED-
TUBE * ALPHA-ANGLE OF ATTACK tdoirtts7
NUMBER * -8 -6 -4 -2 0 2 4 6 8
^FiF^F^F+EiF^^F^FiE^Ff^F^** ^?# ^F^F^F^^FieiF^F^F^F^dF^riF^F^F# ^E^F^F# ^e^F^?^^^F^F^^Fsf^F^F^?^^Ekac^e^x^F^F^Eiff^f^F4ete^:e^:^^^'
2 -1.43 -1.27 -1.18 -1.07 -0.93 -0.75 -0.61 -0.44 - 0.3.2
3 * -0.36 -0.76 -0.70 -0.63 -0.53 -0.41 -0.32 -0.21 -0.15
4 -0.65 -0.57 -0.51 -0.44 -0.38 -0.30 -0.23 -0.14 -0.09
5 -0.49 -0.43 -0.38 -0.33 -0.28 -0.22 -0.16 -0.09 -0.04
6 * -0.36 -0.31 -0.27 -0.23 -0.19 -0. 1.4 -0.10 -0.04 0.00
7 -0.28 -0.24 -0.21 -0.17 -0.14 -0.10 -0.07 -0.02 0.02
8 -0.22 -0.19 -0.16 -0.13 -0.10 -0.07 -0.04 0.00 0.03
9 * -0.16 -0.13 -0.11 -0.08 -0.06 -0.04 -0.01 0.03 0.04
10 * -0.09 -0.07 -0.05 -0.0 3 -0.01 0.01 0.03 0.06 0.0
11 -0.03 -0.01 0.01 0.03 0.04 0. 0 6 0.07 0.10 0.11
12 0.21 0.24 0.26 0.28 0.29 0.31 0.32 0.33 0.35
13 0.37 0.40 0.42 0.44 0.45 0.47 0.48 0.49 0.50	 a
14 * 0.31 0.32 0.33 0.34 0.35 0.35 0.36 0.36 0.36
15 -0.80 -0.93 -1.10 -1.26 -1.45 -1.63 -1.82 -1.95 -2.20
16 -0.64 -0.77 -0.90 -0.98 -0.93 -1.02 -1.18 -1.29 -1.46
17 -0.33 -0.45 -0.53 -0.61 -0.71 -0.81 -0.92 -1.01 -1.14
I S -0.27 -0.33 -0.40 -0.46 -0.54 -0.62 -0.71 -0.78 -0. 88	 '1
19 * -0.31 -0.36 -0.41 -0.47 -0.53 -0.60 -0.68 -0.74 -0. 82
20 -0.28 -0.32 -0.37 -0.42 -0.47 -0.53 -0.59 -0.65 -0.72
21
^E
-0.31 -0.34 -0.39 -0.43 -0.47 -0.52 -0.58 -0.62 -0.69
22 -0.31 -0.33 -0.37 -0.40 -0.45 -0.49 -0.54 -0.58 -0.6
23 x -0.33 -0.35 -0.38 -0.41 -0.45 -0.48 -0.52 -0.55 -0.60
24' * -0.35 -0.37 -0.39 -0.41 -0.45 -0.48 -0.51 -0.54 -0.57
25 -0.49 -0.49 -0.50 -0.51 -0.53 -0.54 -0.56 -0.56 -0.58
26 -0.62 -0.61 -0.61 -0.61 -0.62 -0.62 -0.63 -0.62 -0.62
27 -0.38 -0.38 -0.39 -0.39 -0.41 -0.43 -0.45 -0.46 -0.48
40
KANSAS UNIVERSITY FLIGHT RESEARCH LAS
DELTA P PROJECT - PHASE I
RUN NUMBER 9	 FLAP DEFLECTION ANGLE
	 20




TUBE	 *	 ALPHA-ANGLE OF ATTACK (duvrees)
	
NUMBER *	 -8	 -6	 -4	 -2	 0	 2	 4	 6
	2	 -1-29 -1-21 -1.13 -1-03 -0-88 -0. 69 -0.54 -0.39 -0. 26
-0.75 -0.72 -0.66 -0.59 -0.49 -0.37 -0.26 -0.18 -0.11
	
4	
-0.57 -0.52 -0.47 -0.40 -0.33 -0.25 -0.20 -0.11 -0.05
	
5	 42 -0.38 -0.34 -0.29 -0.23 -0.17 -0.12 -0.05	 0. Ci ►j
	
6	 -0.30 -0.27 -0.23 -0.19 -0.14 -0.10 -0.05
	 0.00	 0.04
	
7	 -0.22 -0.19 -0.16 -0.13 -0.09 -0.05 -0.01	 0.01	 0.07
	
8	 -0-15 -0-13 -0.11 -0.08 -0.05 -0.02	 0.02	 0.04	 0.08
	
9	 -0.09 -0.07 -0.05 -0.02	 0.00	 0.02	 0.05	 0.08	 0.10
	
10	 -0.02 -0.00	 0.02	 0.04	 0.06	 0.08	 0.10	 0.13	 0.15
	
0.05	 0.07	 0.09	 0.10	 0.12	 ► .14	 0.15	 0.17	 0.19
	
12	 0.25	 0.30	 0.34	 0.37	 0.39	 0.40	 0.421
	0.44	 0.45
	
13	 0.39	 0.46	 0.50	 0.53	 0.56	 0.57	 0.59	 0.61
	14	 0.36	 0.40	 0.42	 0.43	 0.44
	 0.44	 0.45	 0.45	 0.45
	
15	 -0-81 -0.96 -1.12 -1.30 -1.50 -1.70 -1.84 -2.05 -2.24
	
16	
-0.65 -0.80 -0.94 -1.03 -0.97 -1.065 -1.22 -1.36 -1.49
	
17	
-0.39 -0.47 -0.55 -0.65 -0.74 -0.85 
-0.96 -1.07 -1.17
	
IS	 -0.30 -0.36 -0.43 -0.50 -0.57 -0.66 
-0.75 -0.834 -0.91
	
19	 -0.33 -0.39 -0.44 -0.51 -0.57 -0.  pi. 4 -0. 71 -0. "S -0.85
	
20	 -0.30 -0.35 -0.40 -0.45 -0.51 -0.57 
-0-63 -0.69 -0.75
	








23	 -0.36 -0.39 -0.41 -0.45 -0.48 -0.52 -0.56 -0.60 -0.63
	24	
-0.39 -0.41 -0.42 -0.45 -0.48 -0.51 -0.54 -0.57 -0.57
	
25	
-0.53 -0.53 -0.54 -0.55 -0-55 -0.57 -0.57 -0.58 -0.51.4
	
26	 -0-71 -0.69 -0.68 -0.68 -0.67 -0.66 
-0.65 -0.65 -0.64
	27	
-0.52 -0.52 -0.52 -0.53 -0.54 -0.55 -0.57 -0.58 -0.59
41
6. DIFFERENTIAL PRESSURE COEFFICIENTS (BY RUN)
This chapter contains the difference between each lower
surface tap and the corresponding upper surface tap. For example,
tube 2 is the forwardmost tap location (tube 1 is the test section
reference static port), and tube 15 is the opposing upper surface
tap. Thus:
ACpix/c-.119 - Tube 2 - Tube 15 	 (6.1)
The tables are organized by each run number, or flap deflection.
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KANSAS UNIVERSITY FLIGHT RESEARCH LAS
DELTA P PROJECT - PHASE I




^Es?F+!rs+FiF$F^E9E^E^E^F4?F 1F ?r if^E^^E^# JE^9F yE• dS^'+$'^F'Dl9F^E^r^^4il9FiliF*#^e^x^ Y'^dE'3E k*xd^7r•ik^ttiF'^i+44^^tt+a:+w;►{:^•!^
CHANGE IN PRESSURE COEFFICIENT
INTERPOLATED
	





-2	 0	 2	 4
	-0.87 -0.61 -0.41 -0.25 -0.11	 0. 11	 22	 0.46
0.223	 -1.06 -0.89 -0.71 -0.54 -0-35 -0.17 -0.01	 o.rjS	 0.26
0.276	 -0.98 -0.84 -0.70 -0.56 -0.41	 0	 El. 1 4 	 0.10
0.328	 -0.84 -0.73 -0.60 -0.48 -0.36 -0.25 -0.13 _rj .03	 0.09
-0.81 -0.72 -0.62 -0.51 
-0.41 -0.32 -0.21 -0.12 -0.00
	
0.433	 -0.78 -0.7 ,., 	 -0-61 -0-53 -0.44 -0.43 -0.27 
-0.21 - 01 . 08
	
0. 485 	 -0.80 -0.74 




	 -0.81 -0.76 -0.69 -0.63 -0.56 -0.51 
-0.44 
-0.39 -0.24
	0.589	 -0.84 -0.80 -0.75 -0.70 
-0.64 
-0.59 -0-53 -0.49 -0-34
0.66	 x -0.97 -0.94 
-0-90 -0-86 -0.83 -0.79 -0.74 -0.70 -0.52
	
0.720	
-1.05 -1.03 -0.99 -0.96 
-0.94
. 
-0.92 -0,8 8 -0.84 -0.6 6
0.769 e -0.88 
-0.87 -0.83 -0.81 -0.83 -o.el 
-0. 75 -0.74 -0.64
- - - - - - - - - - - - -
I
KANSAS UNIVERSITY FLIGHT RESEARCH LAS
DELTA P PROJECT - PHASE I
RUN NUMBER 2
	
FLAP DEFLECTION ANGLE a
 -15
FILE NUMBER 12
CHANGE IN PRESSURE COEFFICIENT
INTERPOLATED
TAP	 ALPHA-ANGLE OF ATTACK (degrees)
X/C	 -8	 -6	 -4	 -2	 0	 2	 4	 6	 8
0.119	 -1.52 -1.15 -0.86 -0.55 -0.22	 0.12	 0.62	 0.70	 0.97.
0.171	 t -0. ,-'48 -0.74 -0.49 -0.28 -0.18	 0.13	 0.18	 0.40	 0.58
0.223	 -1.40 -0.78 -0.61 -0.42 -0.25	 0.0 19	 0.06	 0.21	 0.35
0.279 x -1.13 -0.74 -0.60 -0.46 -0.32 -0.20 -0.07	 0.01	 0.16
0.328	 -0.73 -0.63 
-0.51 -0.38 -0.27 -0.17 -0.07 	 0.03	 0.12
0.380	 -0.72 -0.59 -0.53 -0.42 -0.32 -0.23 -0.15 -0.07
	 0.00
0.433 x -0.68 -0.61 -0.53 -0.43 -0.34 -0.27 -0.21 -0.14 -0.08
0.485	 -0.70 -0.64 -0.56 -0.48 -0.41 -0.35 -0.29 -0.23 -0.19
0.537	 -0.70 -0.65 -0.59 -0.52 -0.46 -0.41 -0.36 -0.31 -0.27
0.589	 -0.72 -0.69 -0.64 -0.58 -0.52 -0.48 -0.45 -0.41 -0.38
0.668	 -0.83 -0.80 -0.77 -0.74 -0.71 -0.68
	 0.05 -0.63 -0.60
0.720	
-0.90 -0.88 -0.87 -0.85 -0.83 -0.81 -0,78 -0.77 -0.74
0.766 	 -0.74 -0.72 -0.70 




KANSAS UNIVERSITY FLIGHT RESEARCH LAB
DELTA P PROJECT - PHASE I
RUN NUMBER 3	 FLAP DEFLECTION ANGLE
	 -10
FILE NUMBER 13	 'T'
CHANCE IN PRESSURE COEFFICIENT
INTERPOLATED
TAP	 ALPHA-ANGLE OF ATTACK (degrees)
X/cl	 IN,	 -8	 -6	 -4	 -2	 0	 2	 4
0.119	 -1.36 -1.03 -0.70 -0.36 -0.08	 0.25	 0.57	 0.8 3
	 1.1Q
0.171	 -0.86 -0.61 -0.34 -0.15 -0.09	 0.07	 0.28	 0.50	 0.6.
0.223	 -0.85 -0.68 -0.49 -3.32  -0.16	 0.00	 0.15	 0. SI Q	 0.09
0.276	 -0.7 7
 -0.63 -0.49 -0.35 -0.23 -0.11	 0.01	 0.13	 0.25
0.328	 -0.64 -0.52 -0.39 -0.28 -0.18 -0.07	 0.02
	 0.12	 0. 2 1
0.380	 -0.62 -0.52 -0.41 -0.31 -0.22 -0.14 -0.06	 0.02	 0 . 11
0.433	 -0.58 -0.50 -0.40 -0.31 -0.24 -0.17 - 0 .10 -0.0 4 	 0 . 0 13
P,
0.485	 -0.59 -0.52 -0.43 -0.36 
-0.30 -0-23 -0-18 -0.12 -0.07
0.537	 -0-58 -0.52 -0.45 -0.38 -0.33 -0.28 -0.24 -0.19 -0.14
IN,
0.589	 -0.60 -0.54 -0.48 -0.43 -0.39 -0.34 -0.31 -0.2 7 -0.2 3
0.668	 -0-66 -0.63 -0.60 -0.36 -0.54 -0.51 -0.49 -0.47 -0.44
0.720	 -0.73 -0.70 -0.68 -0.65 -0.64 -0.61 -0.60 -0.58 -0 . 55
0.766	 -0.54 -0.51 -0.48 -0.49 -0.44 -0.41 -0.39 -0.37 -0.34
6KANSAS UNIVERSITY FLIGHT RESEARCH LAS
DELTA P PROJECT - PHASE I
RUN NUMBER 4	 FLAP DEFLECTION ANGLE z	 -5
FILE NUMBER 14
CHANGE IN PRESSURE COEFFICIENT
INTERPOLATED
TAP	 ALPHA-ANGLE OF ATTACK (degrees)
X/c	 -8	 -6	 -4	 -2	 0	 2	 4	 6	 8
0.119 x -1.18 -0.85 -0.53 -0.26	 0.07	 0.41	 0.70	 0.95	 1.27
0.171 a -0.72 -0.46 -0.22 -0.07	 0.01	 0.19	 0.38	 0.60	 0.81
0.223 x -0.71 -0.54 -0.36 -0.21 -0.03	 0.11	 0.25	 0.40	 0.56
0.276	 -0.64 -0.51 -0.37 -0.25 -0.11 -0.00	 0.11	 0.24	 0.37
0.328	 -0.50 -0.39 -0.27 -0.16 -0.05	 0.04	 0.13	 0.23	 0.34
0.380	 -0.48 -0.38 -0.28 -0.19 -0.09 -0.02	 0.06	 0.15	 0.23
	
-0.43 -0.35 -0.26 -0.18 -0.09 -0.04	 0.02	 0.09,	 0.170.433
0.485	 =0.43 -0.36 -0.28 -0.22 -0.14 -0.09 -0.04
	
0.02	 0.09
0.537	 -0.41 -0.36 -0.29 -0.23 -0.17 -0.13 -O.Oe -0.03	 0.02
0.589	 -0.42 -0.37 -0.31 -0.26 -0.20 -0.17 -0.14 -0.10 -0.05
0.668	 - 0 . 4 4 -0.41 -0.37 -0.33 -0.29 -0.28 -0.25 -0.22 -0.18
0.720	 -0,49 -0.47 -0.43 -0.39 -0.36 -0.35 -0.32 -0.29 -0.25
0.766,	-0.334 -0.31	 -0.28 -0.25 -0.22 -0.203 -0.18 -0.15 -0.11
i
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KANSAS UNIVERSITY FLIGHT RESEARCH LAS
ti
DELTA P PROJECT - PHASE I
RUN NUMBER 5	 FLAP DEFLECTION ANGLE	 0
FILE NUMBER 15
CHANGE IN PRESSURE COEFFICIENT
INTERPOLATED
TAP ALPHA--ANGLE OF ATTACK (de greei)
X/C -8 -6 -4 -2 0 2 4 6 8
0.119 -1.00 -0.71 -0.39 -0.12 0.18 0.50 0.82 1.08 1.41
0.171 -0.54 -0.32 -0.08 0.05 0.10 0.:'? 0.51 0.74 0. 91,
0.223 -0.56 -0.41 -0.24 -0.09 0.06 0.17 0.37 0.52 0. 6:3,
0.276 -0.50 -0.38 -0.25 -0.13 -0.02 0.10 0.22 0.36 0.49
0.328 t -0.36 -0.25 -0.14 -0.05 0.05 0.14 0.24 0.35 0.47
0.380 -0.34 -0.25 -0.15 -0.07 0.01 0.09 0.18 0.27 0.37
0.433 -0.27 -0.20 -0.11 -0.05 0.02 0.08 0.15 0.23 0.31
0.485 -0.27 -0.20 -0.12 -0.07 -0.01 0.04 0.10 0.17 0.24
0.537 -0.24 -0.17 -0.11 -0.06 -0.02 0.03 0.08 0.13 0.20
0.589 -0.22 0.02 -0.11 -0.07 -0.03 0.01 0.05 0.09 0.15
0.668 -0-13 -0.10 -0-06 -0.03 -0.01 0.02 0.05 0.10 0.15
0.720 -0.12 -0.08 -0.04 -0.01 0.03 0.06 0.09 0.14 0. 19
0.766 -0.08 -0.05 -0.02 0.01 0.04 0.07 0.10 0. 0. 1:":,
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KANSAS UNIVERSITY FLIGHT RESEARCH LAS
DELTA P PROJECT - PHASE I
FLAP DEFLECTION ANGLERUN NUMBER 6
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
0
FILE NUMBER 16
CHANGE IN PRESSURE COEFFICIENT
INTERPOLATED
TAP ALPHA-ANGLE OF ATTACK (de-grees)
X/c -8 -6 -4 -2 0 2 4 6 a
0.119 t -0.87 -0.58 -0.30 -0.03 0.27 0.63 0.95 1.25 1.60,
0.171 -0.42 -0.20 0.01 0.18 0.19 0.39 0.62 0.87 1.09
0.223 -0.45 -0.31 -0.16 -0.01 0.14 0.31 0.47 0.66 0.82
0.276 -0.40 -0.28 -0.16 -0.04 0.07 0.20 0.33 0.48 0.64
0.328 -0.24 -0.15 -0.05 0.05 0.14 0.25 0.36 0.48 0.61
0.380 -0.22 -0.13 -0.05 0.03 0.11 0.24 0.30 0.41 0.52
0.433 -0.14 -0.07 0.00 0.07 0.14 0.21 0.29 0.38 0.47
0.485 -0.1'2 -0.06 0.00 0.06 0.12 0.18 0.25 0.33 0.42
0.537 -0.07 -0.02 0.04 0.09 0.14 0.19 0.25 0.32 0.39
0.589 -0.03 0.02 0.06 0.10 0.14 0.19 0.23 0.30 0.36
0.668 0.18 0.21 0.24 0.28 0.31 0.34 0.38 0.42 0.46
0.720 0.34 0.39 0.42 0.45 0.47 0.50 0.54 0.57 0.61
0.766 0.21 0.24 0.27 0.29 0.31 0.34 0.38 0.41 0.44
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KANSAS UNIVERSITY FLIGHT RESEARCH LAS
DELTA P PROJECT - PHASE I
RUN NUMBER 7	 FLAP DEFLECTION ANGLE	 10
FILE NUMBER 17
CHANGE IN PRESSURE COEFFICIENT
INTERPOLATED
TAP ALPHA-ANGLE OF ATTACK (de frees )
X/cl -8 -6 -4 -2 0 2 4 6 8
0.119 -0.72 -0.45 -0.18 0.09 0.42 0.76 0.75 1.42 1.82
0.171 -0.29 -0.09 0.12 0.28 0.31 0.51 0.75 1.00 1.25
0.223 -0.35 -0.21 -0.06 0.09 0.25 0.42 0.59 0.78 0.98
0.276 -0.29 -0.18 -0.06 0.06 0.18 0.31 0.45 0.61 0.78
0.328 -0.14 -0.04 0.06 0.18 0.25 0.37 ► .48 0.61 0.75
0.380 -0.10 -0.02 0.07 0.15 0.23 0.33 0.43 0.54
0.433 -0.01 0.05 0.12 0.19 0.27 0.:34 0.43 0.52 0.62
0.485 0.02 0.08 0.14 0.20 0.27 0.34 0.41 0.50 0.53
0.537 0.09 0.15 0.20 0.25 0.30 0.36 0.43 0.50 0.57
0.589 0.16 0.21 0.25 0.29 0.33 0.39 0.44 0.50 0.56
0.668 0.47 0.51 0.54 0.58 0.61 0.66 0.68 0.72 0. 76.
0 . 7220 0, 0. 75 0.79 0.81 0.83 0.88 0.89 0.91 0.9::'
0.766 0.46 0.49 0.52 0.54 0.56 0.5.8 0.65 0.64 0.67
50
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KANSAS UNIVERSITY FLIGHT RESEARCH LAS
DELTA P PROJECT - PHASE I
RUN NUMBER 8	 FLAP DEFLECTION ANGLE =	 15
FILE NUMBER 18
CHANGE IN PRESSURE COEFFICIENT
INTERPOLATED
TAP ALPHA-ANGLE OF ATTACK ( degrees)
X/c -8 -6 -4 -2 0 2 4 6 8
0.119 t -0.63 -0.34 -0.0ti 0.19 0.52 0. 90 1.22 1.51 1.89
0.171 -0.22 0.01 0.20 0.36 0. 1319 0. t.-'. 0 cl. 86 1.08 i .	 .,., I
0.223 -0.27 -0.12 0.02 0.17 0.34 0.51 0.69 0.87
0.276 -0.21 -0.09 0.02 0.13 0.26 0.40 0.54 0.69
0.32 e t -0. 05 0.05 0.14 0.24 0 . '-'-'4 0.46 0.58 0.70 0 . 82
0.380 -0.00 0.08 0.16 0.24 0.33 0.43 0.53 0.63 0.75
0.433 0.09 0.16 0.23 0.29 0.37 0.45 0.54 0.62 0.71
0.485 0.1'5 0.20 0.26 0.32 0.39 0.46 0.53 0.60 0.68
0.537 0.24 0.28 0.33 0.38 0.44 0.541 0.55 0. 6'2 0. 6 ;3
0. 589 x 0.32 0.36 0.40 0.44 0.49 0. 5:3, 0 . 53 0. 6:3 0.68 
0 . 6 pi 8 0. 7. 0 0.73 0.76 0.79 0. ',.:.'2 0.85 0. 88 0. : -2, 9 0.9
0.720 0.98 1.01 1.03 1.05 1.07 1.09 1.11 1.10 1 . 11:
0.76 6 0.68 0.70 0.72 0.74 0.76 0.7^:.: 0.80 0.82 0.84
51
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KANSAS UNIVERSITY FLIGHT RESEARCH LAB
DELTA P PROJECT - PHASE I 	 ~
RUN NUMBER S	 FLAP DEFLECTION ANGLE _	 20
FILE NUMBER 19
^w
CHANGE IN PRESSURE COEFFICIENT
INTERPOLATED
TAP ALPHA-ANGLE OF ATTACK (dtvrtes)
Xrc, -3 -6 -4 -2 0 2 4 6 3
9F ?F^F^^^aF:e^E^^3ee ?#x^Y^?Ff Jtt^?RdC'itiF^E^l^9Ft^E^^'r?^^' dF^iE3E^F^^FjI ^^^1Fl4aF^r^r!!!r4jE'DF^E'dF^^?E?F^F?F4Ft7F^F'ka`^l^a,
0.119 -0.47 -0.25 -0.01 0.27 0.63 1.00 1.31 1. 66 1. 9-
0.171 -0.10 0.03 0.23 0.44 0.43 0. E9 0.96 1.19 1.3e.
0.223 -0.1' -0.05 0.09 0.24 0.42 0.60 0.76 0.96 1.12
0.276 -0.12 -0.02 0.09 0.21 0.34 0.48 0.62 0.79 0.92
0. 328 * 0.03 0.12 0.21 0.32 0.42 0.54 0.66 0. 78 0. 89
0.330 0.08 0.15 0.24 0.32 0.42 0.52 0.62 0. 70 0.31
0.433 0.13 0.24 0.31 0.33 0.46 0.54 0.64 0.71 0. 79
0.435 0.25 0.30 0.36 0.42 0.49 0.55 0.63 0.70 0.7'	 .
0.537 0.34 0.39 0.43 0.49 0.54 0.60 0.67 0.73 0.78
0.535 0.43 0.4 7 0.51 0.56 0.60 0.65 0.70 0.75 50.7
0.6pi"a t 0.71 9 0.34 0.3$ 0.91 0.94 0.9-1 1. 0 it 1.0 3 1.04
0.720 1.10 1.15 l . lv 1.21 1.22 1.23 1.25 1.26 1. ^6
e
0.766 } 0. 88 0.91 0.94 0.36 0. 98 0. 99 1. 01 1.0:3 1. 01;




01 "PHASE I	 DATA OUTPUTTING PROGRAM	 sotcific xic fills 20»32 '1
It dim LSE6019PS(33 ► YS(8031for S o l to 751"r"+LSES31next Sl(^d 1
2: din 8E9993 ► P ► X
38 1wt 3 ► :. rf5.2 ► 2x1fmt 5 ► 5x ► 'TAP NUMBER '9f2 . 0 ► 35x ► " FILE 11UMBER • ► f3.0
41 fnt 4 ► : ► 6 ,(9(5.192x9"r' ► 2xifnt 695x ► "TAP xrc LOCATION " ► f6.3
58 " -8	 -6	
-4	 -2	 0	 2	 4	 6	 9"+YS
tit "PCL"ttnt "FILE HUMBER?"9Fiif F>32 or F<2019to +0
78 trk lifdf Fildf F98(+LPtX
St "STR"Iwrt 69 " 	------------------ ;for Sa l to 81wrt 61next S
98 wrt 69"	 KANSAS UNIVERSITY FLIGHT RESEARCH LAB"iwrt 6
101 wrt 69"
	
DELTA P PROJECT - PHASE I"
Ill wrt 61wrt 61wrt 6.59P ► F1wrt 61wrt 6.69X1wrt 6
121 wrt 61wrt 61wrt 61wrt 69'
	
'tLS;wrt 6
131 wrt 69"	 CHANGE IN PRESSURE COEFFICIENT"
141 wrt 6 ► "	 INTERPOLATED"
151 wrt 61wrt 69"
	 '9L$
16: wrt 69"
	 FLAP	 r	 ALPHA-ANGLE OF ATTACK (de'rtts)"





191 for I . 1 to 9i(I-5)5+Ciwrt 6.49Cifor J u l to 9
208 wrt 6.398EI9J3intxt J1wrt 61wrt 6 ► "	 •"
211 8+1+83next I
22t wrt 6 ► "	 r"iwrt 69'
	
°9L61wrt 61wrt 61wrt 8ifor S o l to 16




7. DIFFERENTIAL PRESSURE COEFFICIENT (BY TAPS)
This chapter contains the sas9s values of Chapter 6. only
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TAP xic LOCATION 0.119
CHANGE IN PRESSURE COEFFICIENT
INTERPOLNTED
FLAP ALPHA-ANGLE OF ATTAR' (dagr:e_)
DE FL. ECT I ONt -8 -6 -4 -2 0 ;21 4 6 3
^?f^i'$dF?! ^E?^'!l aF^Ytl ^+^'^?F4 '^'^'^!"I^^F ?f!f#^f'^I'^^ !^ ?f"!!'^'?f7FYt # ^!!'^'!!# f4'!$!' •3t^"!+:'tt!! iR'}lt + iE^^!#+c1i"► lR4t^i±
-20.0 * - 1.6 $ -1.35 -1.02. -0. 72 -0.37 0.01 0.35 0.65 0. SO
-15.0 -1.52 -1.15 -0.36 -0.55 -0.22 0. 1 ` 0.62 0.70 0.97
-10.0 -1.36 -1.03 -0.70 -0.36 -0.Oe 0.25 0.57 0.33 1.10
-5.0 * -1.13 -0.35 -0.53 -0.26 0.07 0.41 0.70 0.95 1.24
0.0 -1.00 -0.71 -0.39 -0.12 0.13 0.50 0.82 1.03 1.41	 R
5.0 -0.37 -0.53 -0.30 -0.03 0.27 0.63 0.95 1.25 1.60
10.0 -0.72 -0.45 -0.13 0.09 0.42 0.76 0.75 1.42 1.t2
15.0 -0.63 -0.34 -0.08 0.19 0.52 0.90 1.22 1.51 1.89
20.0 -0.47 -0.25 -0.01 0.27 0.63 1.00 1.31 1.66 1.9'
^e
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DELTA P PROJECT - PHASE I
TAP NUMBER 2
	
FILE NUMBER 21 .
TAP x/c LOCATION 0.171
CHANGE IN PRESSURE COEFFICIENT
INTERPOLATED
FLAP ALPHA-ANGLE OF ATTACK (degreez.)
DEFLECTION* -8 -6 -4 -2 0 2 4 6 8
-1.11 -0.87 -0.61 -0.41 0 . Z5 -0.11 0.11 0 0 . 4
-15.0 -0.98 -0.74 -0.49 -0.28 -0.18 0.13 0.18 0.40 0.58
-10.0 -0.86 -0.61 -0.34 -0.15 -0.09 0.07 0.28 0.50
-5.0 -0.72 -0.46 -0.22 -0.07 0.01 0.19 0.38 0. 60 0	 Ic' 1  1
0.0 -0.54 -0.32 -0.08 0.05 0.10 0.29 0.51 0.74 0.9.3,
5.0 -0.42 -0.20 0.01 0.18 0.19 0.39 0.62 0.87 1.09
10.0 -0.29 -0.09 0.12 0.28 0.31 0.51 0.75 1.00 1.25
15.e -0.22 0.01 0.20 0.36 0.39 0.60 0.86 1.08
20.0 f -0.10 0.08 0.28 0.44 0.48 0. 6.9 0.9r. 1.19 1 . I.
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DELTA P PROJECT - PHASE I
TAP NUMBER 3	 FILE NUMSEP 22
TAP x/c LOCATION 0.223
CHANGE INIPRESSURE COEFFICIE14T
INTERPOLATED
FLAP ALPHA-ANGLE OF ATTACK
DEFLECTION* -8 -16 -4^ -2 0 2 4
-1.0t; -0.89 -0.7f -0.54 -0.35 -0.17 -0.01 0.08 0.26
-15.0 -1.40 -0.78 -0.61 -0.42 -0.25 0.09 0.06 0.21 0. 1, 5
-10.0 -0.85 -0.68 -0.49 -0.32 -0. 105 0 . 00 0.15 0.30 Cf. 0'?
-5.0 -0.71 -0.54 -0.36 -0.21 -0.03 0.11 0.25 0.40 0.56
0.0 -0.56 -0.41 -0.24 -0.09 0.06 0.17 0.37 0.52 0.68
5.0 -0.45 -0.31 -0.16 -0.01 0.14 0.31 0-47 0.66 0.82
10.0 -0.35 -0.21 -0.06 0.09 0.25 0.42 0.59 0.78 0.98
15.0 -0.27 -0.12 0.03 0.17 0.34 0.51 0.69 0.87 1.05
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TAP x/c LOCATION 0.276
CHANCE IN PRESSURE COEFFICIENT
INTERPOLATED
FLAP ALPHA-ANGLE OF ATTACK (devrees)
DEFLECTION* -8 -6 -4 -2 0 a, 4
-20.0 -0.98 -0.84 -0.70 -0.56 -0.41 -0.28 -0.14 -0.01 0.10
-15.0 -1.13 -0.74 -0.60 -0.46 -0.32 -0.20 -0.07 0.01 0.16
-10.0 -0.77 -0.63 -0.49 -0.35 -0.23 -0.11 0.01 0.13 0.25
-5.0 -0.64 -0.51 -0.37 -0.25 -0.11 -0.00 0.11 0.24 0.17
0.0 -0.50 -0.38 -0.25 -0.13 -0.02 0.10 0.22 0.36 0.49
5.0 -0.40 -0.28 -0.16 -0.04 0.07 0.20 0.33 0.48 0.64
10.0 -0.29 -0.18 -0.06 0.06 0.18 0.31 0.45 0.61 0.78
15.0 -0.21 -0.09 0.02 0.13 0.26 0.40 0.54 0.69 0.84
20.0 -0.12 -0.02 0.09 0.21 0.34 0.48 0.62 0.79 0.92
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ATAP NUMBER 5
TAP x/c LOCATION 0.328
FILE 14UPISER 24
KANSAS UNIVERSITY FLIGHT RESEARCH LAB
DELTA P PROJECT - PHASE I
CHANGE IN PRESSURE COEFFICIENT
INTERPOLATED
FLAP ALPHA-ANGLE OF ATTACK
DEFLECTION* -8 -6 -4 -2 0 2 4 6 8
-20.0 -0.84 -0.73 -0.60 -0.48 -0.36 -0.25 -0.13 -0.03 0.09
-15.0 -0.73 -0.63 -0.51 -0.38 -0.27 -0.17 -0.07 0.03 0.12
-10.0 -0.64 -0.52 -0.39 -0.28 -0.18 -0.07 0.03 0.12 0.21
-5.0 -0.50 -0.39 -0.27 -0.16 -0.05 0.04 0.13 0.23 0.34
0.0 -0.36 -0.25 -0.14 -0.05 0.05 0.14 0.24 0.35 0.47
5.0 -0.24 -0.15 -0.05 0.05 0.14 0.25 0.36 0.48 0.61
10.0 -0.14 -0.04 0.06 0.18 0.25 0.37 0.48 0.61 0.175
15.0 -0.05 0.05 0.14 0.24 0.34 0.46 0.58 0.70 0.82
20.0 0.03 0. 12 0.31 0.32 0.42 0.54 0.66 0.78 0.89
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TAP x,l e LOCATION 0.380
CHANGE IN PRESSURE COEFFICIENT
INTERPOLATED
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * + * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * -t .4.
FLAP ALPHA-ANGLE OF ATTACK
DEFLECT I Citl* -8 -6 -4 -2 0 2 4 6 8
-20.0 -0.81 -0.72 -0.62 -0.51 -0.41 -0.32 -0.21 -0.12 -0.00
-15.0 -0.72 -0.59 -0.53 -0.42 -0.32 -0.23 -0.15 -0.07 0.00
-10.0 -0.62 -0.52 -0.41 -0.31 -0.  C2 2 -0.14 -0.06 0.02 0.11
-5.0 -0.48 -0.38 -0.28 -0.19 -0.09 -0.02 0.06 0.15 0.2S
0.0 -0.34 -0.25 -0.15 -0.07 0.01 0.09 A.. 18 0.27 0. :371
5.0 -0.26'6. -0.13 -0.05 0.03 0.11 0.24 0.30 0.41 0.52
10.0 -0.10 -0.02 0.07 0.15 0.23 0.:3 0.43 0.54 0	 E,
15.0 -0.00 0.08 0.16 0.24 0.33 0.43 0.53 0.63 0.75
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DELTA P PROJECT - PHASE I
TAP NUMBER 7	 FILE NUMBER 26
TAP x/c LOCATION 0.433
CHANGE IN PRESSURE COEFFICIENT
INTERPOLATED
FLAP ALPHA-ANGLE OF ATTACK
DEFLECTION* -8 -6	 -4 -2 0 2 4 6 8
'-20.0 -0.78 -0.71	 -0.61 -0.53 -0.44 -0.43 -0.27 -0.31 -0. 0
-0.68 -0.61	 -0.53 -0.43 -0.34 -0.27 -0.21 -0.14 -0.
-10.0 -0.58 -0.50	 -0.40 -0.31 -0.24 -0.17 -0.10 -0.04 0.03
-5.0 -0.43 -0.35	 -0.26 -0.18 -0.09 -0.04 0.022 0.09 0.17
0.0 -0.27 -0.20	 -0.11 -0.05 0.02 O.CJE.' 0.15 0.23 0.31
5.0 -0.14 -0.07	 0.00 0.07 0.14 0.21 0.29 0.38 0.47
10.0 -0.01 0.05	 0.12 0.19 0.27 0.34 0.43 0.52 0.62'
15.0 0.09 0.16	 0.23 0,29 0.37 0.45 0.54 0.62 0.171
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TAP x/o LOCATION 0.485
CHANCE IN PRESSURE COEFFICIENT
INTERPOLATED
FLAP ALPHA-ANGLE OF ATTACK (degrees)
DEFLECTION*
-8 -6 -4 -2 0 2 4 6 8
-20.0 -0.80 -0.74 -0.66 -0.58 -0.50 -0.44 -0.36 -0.30 -0.17
-15.0 -0.70 -0.64 -0.56 -0.48 -0.41 -0.35 -0.29 -0.23 -0.19
-10.0 -0.59 -0.52 -0.43 -0.36
-0-30 -0.23 -0.18 -0.12 -0.07
-5.0 -0.43 -0.36 -0.28 -0.22 -0.14 -0.09
-0.04 0.02
0.0 -0.27 -0.20 -0.12 -0.07 -0.01 0.04 0.10 0.17 0.24
5.0 -0.12 -0.06 0.00 0.06 0.12 0.18 0.25 0.33 0.42
10.0 0.02 0.08 0.14 0.20 0.27 0.34 0.41 0.50 0.58
15.0 0.15 0.20 0.26 0.32 0.39 0.46 0.53 0,60 0.68
20.0 0.25 0.30 0.36 0.42 0.49 0.55 0.63 0.70 0.771
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DELTA P PROJECT - PHASE I
TAP NUMBER 9	 FILE NUMBER 28
TAP x/o LOCATION 0.537
CHANGE IN PRESSURE COEFFICIENT
INTERPOLATED
Fl.AP ALPHA-ANGLE OF ATTACK (dagree,$)
DEFLECTION* -8 -6	 -4	 -2	 0 2 4 6 8
-20.0 -0.81 -0.76	 -0.69	 -0.63	 -0.56 -0.51 -0.44 -0.39 -0.24
-15.0 -0.70 -0.65	 -0.59	 -0.52	 -0.46 -0.41 -0.36 -0.31 -0.2 7
-10.0 -0.58 -0.52	 -0.45	 -0.38	 -0.33 -0.2S -0.24 -0.19 -0.14
^'-5.0 -0.41 -0.36	 -0.29	 -0.23	 -0.17 -0.13 -0.08 -0.03 0.02
0.0 -0.24 -0.17	 -0.11	 -0.06	 -0.02 0.03 0.08 0.13 0.20
5.0 -0.07 -0.02	 0.04	 0.09	 0.14 0.19 0.25 0.32 0.39
4 0.0 0.09 0.15	 0.20	 0.25	 0.30 0.36 0.43 0.50 0.57
15.0 0.24 0.28	 0.33	 0.38	 0.44 0.50 0.55 0.62 0.68
20.0 0.34 0.39	 0.43	 0.49	 0.54 0.60 0.67 0.73 0.7e
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DELTA P PROJECT - PHASE I
TAP NUMBER 10	 FILE NUMBER 29
TAP x/o LOCATION 0.589
CHANGE IN PRESSURE COEFFICIENT
INTERPOLATED
FLAP ALPHA-ANGLE OF ATTACK (de-4ree,$)
DEFLECTION* -8 -6 -4 -2 0 2 4 6 .8.
-20.0 -0.84 -0.80 -0.75 -0.70 -0.64 -0.59 -0.53 -0.49 -0.34
-15.0 -0.72 -0.69 -0.64 -0.58 -0.52 -0.48 -0.45 -0.41
-10.0 -0.60 -0.54 -0.48 -0.43 -0.39 -0.34 -0.31 -0.27 3.23
-5.0 -0.42 -6.37 -0.31 -0.26 -0.20 -0.17 -0.14 -0.10 -0.05
0.0 -0.22 0.02 -0.11 -0.07 -0.03 0.01 0.05 0.09 0.15
5.0 -0.03 0.02 0.06 0.10 0.14 0.19 0.23 0.30 0.36
10.0 0.16 0.21 0.25 0.2Q 0.33 0.39 0.44 0.50 0.56
15.0 0.32 0.36 0.40 0.44 0.49 0.53 0.59 0.63 0.68
20.0 t 0.43 0.47 0.51 '0.56 0.60 0.65 0.70 0.75 0.75
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TAP x/c LOCATION 0.668
CHANCE IN PRESSURE COEFFICIENT
INTERPOLATED
FLAP ALPHA-ANGLE OF ATTACK (de-sr ies')
DEFLECTION* -8 -6 -4 -2 0 2 4 6 8
-20.0 -0.97 -0.94 -0.90 -0.86 -0.83 -0.79 -0.74 -0.70 -0.52
-15.0 -0.83 -0.80 -0.77 -0.74 -0.71 -0.68 0.05 -0.63 -0.63D
-10.0 -0.66 -0.63 -0.60 -0.56 -0.54 -0.51 -0.49 -0.47 -0.44
-5.0 -0.44 -0.41 -0.37 -0.33
-0-29 -0,28 -0.25 -0. 22 -0. 10
0.0 -0-13 -0-10 -0-06 -0-03 -0-01 0.02 0.05 0.10 0.15
5.0 0.18 0.21 0.24 0.28 0.31 0.34 0.38 0.42 0.46
10.0 0.47 0.51 0.54 0.58 0.61 0.66 0.68 0.72 0.7r 
15.0 0.70 0.73 0.76 0.79 0.82 0.85 0.88 0.89
20.0 0.79 0.84 0.88 '0.91 0.94 0.97 1.00 1.03 1.04
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TAP x/o LOCATION 0.720
CHANGE IN PRESSURE COEFFICIENT
INTERPOLATED
FLAP ALPHA-ANGLE OF ATTACK (de-?rEei..)
DEFLECTION* -8 -6 -4 -2 0 2 4 6 8
-20.0 -1.05 -1.03 -0.99 -0.96 -0.94 -0.92 -0.88 -0.84
-15.0 -0.90 -0.88 -0.87 -0.85 -0.83 -0.81 -0.78 -0.77 -0.74
-10.0 -0.73 -0.70 -0.6e -0.65 -0.64 -0.61 -0.60 -0.58 -0.55
-5.0 t -0.49 -0.47 -0.43 -0.39 -0.36 -0.35 -0.32 -0.29 -0.25
0.0 -0.12 -0.08 -0.04 -0.01 0.03 0.06 0.09 0.14 0.19
5.0 0.34 0.39 0.42 0.45 0.47 0.50 0.54 0.57 0.61
10.0 0.72 0.75 0.79 0.81 0.83 0.88 0.89 0.91 0.93
15.0 0.98 1.01 1.03 1.05 1.07 1.09 1.11 1.10 1.13
20.0 1.10 1.15 1.18 '1.21 1.22 1.23 1.25 1.26 1.a6
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TAP x/c LOCATION 0.766
CHANGE IN PRESSURE COEFFICIENT
INTERPOLATED
FLAP ALPHA-ANGLE OF ATTACK (dev•ees)
DEFLECTION* -8 -6 -4 -2 0 2 4 6 8
-20.0 -0.88 -0.87 -0.83 -0.81 -0.83 -0.81 -0.75 -0.74 -0. 64
-15.0 -0.74 -0.72 -0.70 -0.69 -0.68 -0.67 -0.65 -0.63 -0.60
-10.0 -0.54 -0.51 -0.48 -0.49 -0.44 -0.41 -0.39 -0.37 -0.34
-5.0 -0.34 -0.31 -0.28 -0.25 -0.22 -0.20 -C.18 -0.15 -0.11
0.0 -0.08 -0.05 -0.02 0.01 0.04 0.07 0.10 0.13 0.18
5.0 0.21 0.24 0.27 0.29 0.31 0.34 0.38 0.41 0.44
10.0 0.46 0.49 0.52 0.54 0.56 0.58 0.65 0.64 0.67
15.0 0.68 0.70 0. 7 2 0.74 0.76 0.78 0.80 0.82 0.84
20.0 0.88 0.91 0.94 . 0.96 0.98 0.99 1.01 1.0' 1.04
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8. GRAPHICAL PRESENTATION--FIAP DEFLECTION SENSITIVITY
This chapter visualizes the tabulated data of Chapter 7.
The steepness of the slopes represents the sensitivity of pressure
differential to flap deflection. The spread of the angle of attack
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10. MMRICAL REGRESSION DATA
This chapter fits a line to the graphs of Chapters 8 and 9.
This quantifies the slopes and intercepts, and the coefficient of
determination givis an indication of linearity (1.00 + linear).
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2^ Cl . 0 9 4 -Cl	 _`,:73 6 t Cl .
-15 13.13'+ 15 ]10 Cl . '_4 'ZI
- 1 13 ci . 13'? 1 C'	 Cl 5: 4
-5
C-11 . 0	 cl Cl
cl . ci 
S
Cl	 I ;D, IE cl
C, 'a;-
1 13 Cl	 cv :+ I x cl	 4 2 7 4.
15 ci -?I Cl.
Ci
cl	 cl 1? . '4,
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6UNIVERSITY OF KANSAS
CENTER FOR RE':-I EAPCH
DELTA P PROJECT
PHASE ONE
RESULTS OF LINEAR CURVE FirTT [41]
FILE NUMBER 22	 TAP NUM,2E R 3
DELTA (f lap def lect ion an •g le) versi.4s CHAHGE IN
PRESSURE COEFFICIENT AT DIFFERENT ANGLES'
- ANI-ALES OF ATTACK (alr-4)a)
h .LO P E INTERCEPT * COEFFICIENT OF *
+ DETERM HAT I01-1 	 +
0.027 -0.647 8 7
-6 0.022 -0.445 0.91?
-4 0.020 -0.280 0.94
0.019 0.046 1. 00
2 0.018 0. 95	 +
4 0.020 0.372
0.022 0. 53 2 1	 00	 40
0.025 0. 656- cl .	 117:	 1'
+ +
ALPHA (ansis of	 '-.^ERSES CHANGE IN
PRESSURE COEFFICIENT AT DIFFERENT FLAP DEFLECTION
ANGLES (delta)
I t a SLOPE I NTERCEPT C: F-I E F F I	 EN T 	1-i F




-15 0 . 0 9 9 -0.307 cl	 9
-10 ci.069 -0.215
-5 0.079 -0.059 1-00
cl ED . 0 77 0 . 0 5 1	 00
0.080
15 0, 081:3
2 0 0. 08:-' 0 . 44 0 1 .	 ci






RESULTS OF LINEAR CURVE FITTING
FILE NUMBER 23	 TAP NUMBER 4
DELI 	 (f Isxp def lect ion an g le) vs.: rsmi•u s CHAHCE IN
PRESSURE COEFFICIENT AT DIFFERENT ANGLES
ANGLES OF ATTACK (alpha)
al pha	 SLOPE	 INTERCEPT * COEFFICIENT OF




-4	 0.0•0	 -0.279	 919
	
-2	 0.019	 -0.154	 1.00
	




4	 0.020	 0.230	 1.013
	0.021	 0. 36	 99
	
0.022	 y	 0.507	 0.99
AL;- HA { ang le of attact-0 VERSES CHANGE IN
P•'ESSURE COEFFICIENT AT DIFFERENT FLAP DEFLECTION
ANGLES (delta)
del




rt	 -10 t 0.064 -0.243 1.00
-5 0.062 --!,.128 1.00
0 0.061 -0.012 1 . 0.0
5 0.064 0. 09:3 1 . 00 
10 0.066 0. 2,05 Ci . '.74 '^







RESULTS OF LINEAR CURVE FITTING
FILE NUMBER 24	 TAP NUMBER.
DELTA (f la p deflect ion ang le) versus CHANGjE IN
PRESSURE COEFFICIENT AT DIFFERENT ANGLES
ANGLES OF ATTACK (alpha)
al pha SLOPE INTERCEPT * COEFFICIENT OF
* DETERMINFiTION
-8 0.023 -0.386
0. 022 - 0 . -'2 8 : 3. Ci.
- 4 0.021 -0.171 0. -D
0.021 -0.063 1.3 . 9 9
0.020 0.039 1.00
2 0.020 0.144 1. f.) id
4 0.021 0 1.00
0.022 f O.'364 0.99
0.022 0. 4'7 0.99
. i
ALPHA (an g le of attack) VERSES CHANGE I0
PRESSURE COEFFICIENT AT DIFFERENT FLAP DEFLECTION
ANGLES (	 idelta)	 f
delta SLOPE I H TEP.I- .EPT * COEFFICIENT OF
* DETERNIHATION
-20 0.058 -0.368 1.00 
-15 f 0.054 -0.291 1 . C-1 0
-10 0.053 -0.193 1. ID 0
- 5 0.052 -0.071 1.00  
0 0.051 0.048 1.00
5 0.052 0. I fi-, 25 1. 00
10 0.055 0.230 1.00
15 0.055 0. 3 t*--.: 3 1.0113






RESULTS OF LINEAR CURVE FITTIHG
FILE NUMBER 25	 TAP NUMBER 6
DELTA (flap deflection an g le) versus CHANCE IN
PRESSURE COEFFICIENT AT DIFFERENT ANGLES
ANGLES OF ATTACK Qlpha)
al pha SLOPE INTERCEPT * COEFFIGIENT OF
* DETERMINATION
-8 0.023 -0.354 + 1.00 
-6 0.023 -0-265 1.00
-4 0.022 -0.174 1WO
-2 0,021 -0.084 1 . W-1
0.021 0.006 1.00
0.022 0.100 1.00
4 0.022 0,188 1.00
6 0.022 0.282 0191?
0.023 0.383 0.98
ALPHA (an g le of attack) VERSES CHANCE IN
PRESSURE COEFFICIENT AT DIFFERENT FL A4 DEFLECTION
ANGLES (delta)
delta SLOPE INTERCEPT * COEFFICIENT OF
* DETERMINATION
iE	 -20 0.050 -0.414 1.00
-15 0.045 -0.335 1.00
-10 0.045 -0.237 1.00
-5 0.044 -0.111 1.00
0 0.043 0.012 1.00
5 0.046 0.135 1.00
10 0.047 0.254 1.00
15 0.046 0.349 1.00






RESULTS OF LINEAR CURVE FITTIh^a
FILE NUMBER 26	 TAP NUPISER 7
DELTA Map deflection anile)	 CHAHISE IN
PRESSURE COEFFICIENT AT DIFFERENT ANGLZES
- ANGLES OF ATTACK (alpha)
al pha SLOPE INTERCEPT COEFFICIENT OF
DETEPHItuiTICIt-1
_8 0.025 -0. -291
-4
-2 0.024 0. 0 1. 0-113
0 . 0 2:3 0.0111 00
0.025 0. Vi 79 1	 ci C)
4 0.024 0.164 t 1.00
og 0.025 0.241 ri. 99
a 0. 024 0. 327, 98
•
ALPHA	 <an .q le of	 attack) VERSES-
CHANCE
1H
PRESSURE COEFFICIENT AT DIFFERENT FLAP DEFLECTION
ANGLES (delta)
-4- * -k- t. ..r• 74.7	 + 4-
de 1 ta SLOPE 1HTER1--.EPT i:0EF F'1 ,-: *tE- HT	 CIF
DETERM I HAT I ON
-20 0.042 -0,.450
-15 0.038 0 . :3 6. 7 Ci . '-:4 '74
-10 41.038 -0.257 1 . C-1 cl
-5 0.037 0. I I :.--, i . 00
0. 0:36 0	 17 00-1
0.038 0. 00
10 0.039 0. 28, 1 00
15 0.039 t cl .	 8F".







RESULTS OF LINEAR CURVE FITTING
FILE NUMBER 27	 TAP NUMBER 8
DELTA (flap
 deflection an q)le) versus CHANGE IN
PRESSURE COEFFICIENT AT DIFFERENT ANGLES
ANGLES OF ATTACK (alpha)
il p ha SLOPE INTERCEPT * COEFFICIENT OF
* DETERMINATION
-0.271 00
-4 0.027 -0.144 1-00
-2 0.026 -0.078 1.00
0 0.026 -0.012 1.00	 •
2 0.026 0.051 1.00
4 0.026 0.118 E1.99
6 0.027 0.185 0.913
8 0.027 0.261 0.98 
ALPHA (an-31e of at t• 	 VERSES CHANGE IN
PRESSURE COEFFICIENT AT DIFFERENT FLAP DEFLECTION
ANGLES (delta)
if
delta SLOPE INTERCEPT * COEFFICIENT OF
* DETERMINATION
-20 0.038 -0.507 0.99
-15 0.033 -0.428 0.99
-10 0.033 -0.310 0.99
-5 0.032 -0.162 1.00
0 0.031 -0,o1:= 1 . 00
5 0.132
10 0.034 01.:.8 . -31 1 . 00
15 0.033 0.399 1.00
20 0.033 0.495 1 . L'I 0




I RESULTS OF LINEAR CURVE FITTING
FILE NUMBER 2e.	 TAP NUMBER 9	 1
DELTA (f lap def lect ion anile) versus CHAWIE IN
PRESSURE COEFFICFLIT AT DIFFERENT ANGLES
ANGLES OF ATTACK (al pha)	 I
al pha SLOPE INTERCEPT * COEFFICIENT OF
* DETEPM FIAT IRCN





4 0.029 0. 0 95 0.99
0.030 0.152 0 .
0.029 x 0.220 C, . 98
ALPHA	 (an .?le of	 attack) VERSES CIANGE IN




delta SLOPE INTERCEPT * 1-70EFFIC-ICHT	 CiF
















1 . 013 
5 0.021-:1. 0 . 1 4 ED 99
10 0.029 0..--,. 17
15 0.028 0.44 7






RESULTS OF LINEAR CURVE FITTING
FILE NUMBER 29	 TAP NUMBER 10
DELTA (fla p deflection anile) versus CHSNGE I N
PRESSURE COEFFICIENT AT DIFFERENT ANGLES
ANGLES OF ATTACK (alpha)
I phd SLOPE INTERCEPT * COLFFICIENT OF
4 DE TEKM I t IP, T I ON
8 0.034 -0. "14
-0.148
-4 0.033 -0.118 U
0 0.033 0 . 4 2, 4 00
2 0.033 w 0.019 1. 00 
4 0.033 0. 065 0.
0.033 0.111
0.168
ALPHA (an g le of	 at t. 	 'J ERSES CHANGE IN
PRESSURE COEFFICIENT AT DIFFERENT FLAF	 DEFLECTICiti
ANGLES <delta)
delta SLOPE WTERCEPT COEFF * ICIE11T	 CiF
1'ETEi--'M11W1T10H
-20 0.029 -0.00
-15 0.022 -0.541 e 6.
-10 0.023 -0.400 tai, ^9
-5 t 0.023 -0.226 cl. 99
0 0.017 -0.011 0.74
5 0.023 0.153 0. 91;
10 0. 025 t 0.347 X 0. 99
15 0.023 0. 494 + 1.11-10








RESULTS OF LINEAR CUR Q V FI'FTiHG
FILE NUMBER 30 ,	 TAP NUMBER 11
DELTA (f la p def loct i on an y le) versus CWINGE IN
PRESSURE COEFFICIENT AT DIFFERENT ANGLES
ANGLES OF ATTACK (alpha)
al pha SLOPE INTERCEPT * COEFFICIENT OF
* DETERMINHTION
-8 099 0.
-6 0.049 -0.065 0.19)
-4 0.049 -0.0.30
-2 t 0.049 0.003
0 0.040 0. t.+ '34 0. 9'1
0.049 0.064 0.99
4 0.041 k 0.173 0.37
0.048 0.126 0.a8
0.046 0.179
ALPHA S'anile of attacl-0 VERSES CHARGE 1h),
PRESSURE COEFFICIENT AT DIFFERENT FLAP DEFLECTIOH
ANGLES (delta)
delta x SLOPE INTERCEPT * COEFFICfENT OF
* DETERN I NAT 1 Ot-1
0.91
-15 0.026 0.28
-10 0.014 -0.5A4 t1.99
-5 0.016 -0.308 0.99
0 0.017 -0. 07 0 1 0.99
5 0.017 0.35 1:3 0.1:49
10 0.615 f 1.00
15 0.014 0.817 1.00






RESULTS OF LINEAR CURVE F!TTI',JG
FILE NUMBEK 31	 TAP NUMBER 1 2
DELTA (fla p dtfItetion *niW versus CHANGE IN
PRESSURE COEFFICIENT AT DIFFERENT ANGLES
ANGLES OF ATTACK (alpha)
al pha SLOPE INTERCEPT of COEFFICIENT OF
of DETERMINATION




0.073 0 . 9 113
0.093 0. 9S
4 0.015.0 0.143 0. 98
6 0.05'; 0. fit.',;
0.212 1.
ALPHA (an-91c.- of attack) VEPSEi^. CHANGE Itl
PRESSURE COEFFI -'IENT AT DIFFERENT FLAP DEFLECT IOf-4
ANGLES (delta)
de-Ita SLOPE INTERCEPT * COEFFIC-1ENT OF
* DETERM I NAT I ON
0.010 -0.826 cl. 91;
0 0.019 0.029 0.99
5 0.016 A-476 1.0-10
10 0.013 f2i. 8 1w:1 2 0. .;









RESULTS OF LINEAR CURVE FITIIHG
FILE NUMBER 32	 TAP NUMBER 13
DELTA (fla p defloction ans; ,, ) vtrsus CHAHGE IN
PRESSURE COEFFICIENT AT DIFFERENT ANGLES
ANGLES OF ATTACK (alpha)
	




-4 x	 0. 0411 	 0.0 14 	 1
0.047	 0.034
	
0 x	 0.047	 0.054	 1.00	 7
0.047	 t	 0.075	 1.00.2
4	 0.047	 0.108,	 0.99
0.047x	 0.127	 1 . CIO
'I.0.166
RLPHA k an g 1 e of at t sick, VERSES CHANGE I N
PRESSURE COEFFICIENT AT DIFFERENT FLAP DEFLECT IOH
ANGLEG (delta)
It	 +
SLOPE + I t I T E R	 E PT * GOEFF",..'IEtIT	 OF
* DETERHIHHTION
-15 0.00,; -0.676 x 0 9 9
-10 0.012 -0.441 r. 0. 1.-48
-5 0.014 -0.226 1 .	 C-1
113 0.011 t 0.042 0. 99 
5 x 0. 0 14 ► 	 3 2, 2 1 . C10
10 x 0.013 0.568 0.9
15 0. 0 10 0.760 1	 C, 0













































































'DELTA P PROJECT-------LINEAR CURVE FITTING PROGRAM"t
'PAUL FINN 12-4-91"ldin DSCSO]rRSCSO]#AS(75)o$$C75loCSC75]oES1633
din 1190930PIX
din Kt16]sPtt3]oA[33tNt7o3oNE70]oLSt701#SSt15]oFtr75]
for S=1 to 63i"+"+L$(S]inext Si"	 "+Ss
for S=1 to 61i"+"+E8(S]lnext S
fmt IPISx#"DELTA Co = "0 6.3s' al pha • <"^16.3^">'
fmt 2#I5xo"DELTA Co = "06.3t" delta(floo) + (" ► f6.3o")"
fmt 3915x*"TAP NUMBER "of2.0#30xo*F:LE NUMBER "02.0
fnt 4915xr"TAP COORDINATE "of5.W Yic'
•	 LINEAR REGRESSION"+Rs
fmt 6ilsxr"FLAP DEFLECTION ANGLE _ 'rf6.ir' (de9reos)"
fmt 7r1Sxs •ANGLE OF ATTACK al pha n "of4.1p" (degrees)"




S$t"• al pha + delta Cp + delta Co +	 DIFFERENCE	 + PERCENT +"+AS
S$t"+ delta + delta Co + delta Co • 	 DIFFERENCE	 + PERCENT +'+DS
list"+	 ACTUAL	 + CALC	 + (ACTUAL-CALC.) r DIFFERENCE +"+CS
Sst"+	 •	 •	 •	 •	 +°+Bs
fmt 9912xr"+ • #f6.I#* •'ef6.3s' +'of8.3s" •'^f11.3r5x^"r "rf9.3^" •'
fmt 5912x9"+"9f6.1s' +"09.39' •'rf0.39" +"96xr"omit"*6x9"+"*12x#"•"
ent "FILE NUMBER (28+32) "'rFiif F(20 or F4219to +0
trk lifdf Fildf FrBI+I9P9X
•STAR"Sent 'al pha(1) or delta(2) vs. DELTACp "sBlif BNi and 90219to +0
if 9= lient "WHICH ALPHA?"#AIA/2+5+N
if B=2ient "WHICH delta?"•9111/5+50
if f191f*nt "do You wish no some omiti9)ns1"sP1e
if cap (PS)="N"lfor S=1 to ZIO+M[SI+NCS]+next SAO+Zicfi 11cf g 2
on% "ARE THERE ANY POINTS TO OMIT?"tPSiif cak(PS)="1'"lsF9 Alit* "OMIT'
0 OK"19sb "pa9*"
0 8=119sb 'ALPHA'
if B n2i9sb "DELTA"
en% "do You wish another on this file"9PS11f ca ptP6)="Y"ivt, "STAR"
0o lend
"ALPHA" 10+KC 3]+K[ 4]+K[ 5]+KI 6 3+Kt 71+KC S 11 for " a t to 9
if f192lfor S=1 to Zlif N=N[S] and M nM(S]in*xt M
if f 1921 next S





O+K[ 3]+K[ 4] +K( 5]+KE 6]+K[ 7]+KC 3] i f n r Not to 9
if f1921for S=1 to Ziif N =NCS) and M =MCSIin*xt N






*nt "ENTER THE a i phe C40RD I 1lATE" o N[Z ]1 N[ Z ]i2+5+N[ Z I
one "F, 4 TER THE delta ( flop ) COORDINATE"PM[Z21MCZ]/5+5+M[Z3
ent ' ►'UE OMITIONS?"#PSlif caoCPS1-'N"19to "OK"
9to "OMIT'
'LOOP'S
Kt 3 ]+1 +K[ 3 1
Kt 1]+KC 4]+K[ 4] i K[ 2 ]+KC S]+KC 5]
K[ I IKE2]+K[ 6 I+KC 6]
K[ 1 ]K[ 1 ]+KC 7]+KC 7] 1 KC 2 IKE 2]+K[ 3]+KC 8]
rot
"KRUNCH":
KC 4 IKE 5 ]/K[ 3 ]+KC 91i KC 4 ]K[ 4 ]iK[ 3 ]+KC 10 3
K[ 4 I%K[ 3 ]+K[ 111;  KC 5 ]/K( 3 ]+K[ 12 ]
KC S ]K[ 5 ILK[ 3 ] +KC 13 ]
KC 6 ]-KC 9 ]+KC 14 3
KC 7 ]-KC 10 ]+KC 15 ] 1 K[ S ] -KC 13 I+K[ 161
(KC 63-K[91)iKC 15]+A[ 1 I
KE 12 ]-AC 1 IKE 11 ]+AC 2 ]









wrt 641em 69 Sti Ltl wrt glum 6+PT; ,,jrt.
"AOUT"t
wrt 6.3PP+Fi,drt 6kort 6.4+:4lwrt 6
Uft"G:NAL PAGE IS
OF POOR OI'AI,MV
UN IVER SITY OF 1'ANSAS"
CENTER FOR PESEAPi:H"last 6
DELTA P PROJECT"
PHASE ONE"lwrt 61wrt 6
divert 69SS.L3iwrt 6iwrt 6iwrt 61ret
115
I•	 he wrt 6.79Aiart' 61wrt 6.29At1)9Al2)Iwrt 61wrt 6.89AC311wre	 6iwrt 6
Alt wrt 69SS9E81wrt 6988iwrt 69D81wrt 698Siwrt 6 ► SS9ESiwrt 69FSiwrt 69CS
831 wrt 69FSiwrt 69S69E8iwrt 6985
841 for Mal to 91(M-5)5+D
is 1 AC 1 ]D+AC 2 3+C
861 if f1+2lsfs 41for So l	 to 21if MnMCS] and N•NCS31wrt 6.59D ► 8CM9N]9Cisf9 3
871 if f 1921 if fl g3lcf• 31cfe 41wrt 69BSInext M
eel if f1941next S1cfv 4
891 Of M 9 N]-C+V 1 100V/BC M r N]+W
981 wrt 6.99D98CM9N39C9V9Wiwrt 6988
911 next Mlwrt 69 M ESifor So l to 101wrt 61ntxt S
921 rot
931 'DOUT "t
941 wrt 6.3 ► P ► Fiwrt 6iwrt 6.49XIwrt 6
931 wrt 6.601wrt 6iwrt 6.19AC139AC23iwrt 61wrt 6.90C311wrt 	 61wrt 6
961 wrt 69SS ► ESIWrt 698Stwrt 69ASlwrt 69Bliwrt 69St9ESiwrt 6rFitwrt 69CS
971 wrt 69F81wrt 69S89ESiwrt 6986
981 for Not to 91(N-5)2+A
991 AC 1 3A+AC 2 )+C
1001 if fll2isf9 41for So l	 to tiif M nMCS3 and UnKS31wrt 6.59Ae8CM ► N1 ► Cisf •9 3
1011 if f1921if	 fle3lcfs 31cf• 41wrt 69861next	 N
1021 if f1941next Sicfe 4
1031 8C M 9 N)-C+V i t 00V/BC M 916)+W
1041 wrt	 6.99A98CM ► N39CoV9Wiwrt	 6966
1031 next Niwrt 69S$oE$Ifor S o l 	to 10iwrt 6inext S
1061 rot
•17879
OF POOR PAGE 1U@UALI'l y
116
